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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, August 26, 1948
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approximately 20 perCaldwell county tax paythus far appeared at
of Mrs. S. J. Larkins,
..sissioner, to list their
for assessment, it was
, this week, and an ureeel is issued for others
forward immediately, to
David B.'Sigler
The First District tepresenta,..ite this work.
visiting of properties in tive on the State Game and Fish
'Ay has been done by Commission, David B. Sigler, Pa.sedy and Morton Bra- ducah, has been a leader for
tsx supervisors from the several years in promotion and
s Commissioner of Rove- protective fish and game projects
Reeves, Frankfort, in this area. He is
a brother of
it was stated, of the ne- Luther Sigler and has
relatives
at their presence in Mrs. in Princeton
and Caldwell
office to explain the county.
movement to raise the
Sigler, a native of Caldwell
assessments here to the county and a
machinest at the
average.
Illinois Certral System shops
expect to be much better since 1926, is past president of
o to equalize the tax as- the McCracken County Fish and
of all property own- Game Association. He also has
a majority of them served on the group's board of
roe to the commissioner's directors, as chairman of the asaad listed their property," sociation coon trial and field
io -hears said Tuesday.
trial committees and as head of
yes are urged to give many other projects during the
ta commissioner and the 18 years he has been a member.
. here to help her a fair
Members of the association reon on their properties. All ferred to Sigler as "a conscientplaced on properties ious wildlife worker who will do
ertentative, Mr. Brashears a good job."
s. will be equalized later.
"Sigler is an expert hunter and
persons who have list. fisherman. He knows wildlife
property and had value- problems well and will do his
placed on it may feel, work with a. keen appreciation
they compare notes with for all sides of the picture," one
e, that they are assessed member said.
These persons are askSigler succeeds George Long,
remember that there will Benton, on the board.
, equalization later, in en
e bring an equitable level
all property owners", Mr. Pitchers Pounded As
.es said.
Regulars Lose, 17-13;
:ears th a t citizens of
Smithland fought back info
• 7 have been paying the eastern division race Sunests in the form of in- day afternoon with a 17-13 win
estead of to the var- over a bobbling Princeton out,:sees for public service fit.
=unity which so badouthit Smithland
Princeton
this revenue", one of 13-9. but made seven rescues
se tax supervisors said, afield to hand the Livingston
eat that with more rev- countians the victory.
ee City could have a
Princeton jumped all over
ster equipped fire de- Kerr, starter for Smithland,
s thus bringing insur- tagging him for four runs in the
s down."
second frame. Smithland treated
Starter Bob Stevens the same
way, hitting him for four runs
Conn Is Appointed
in the first.
County Judge
R. H.E.
Score by innings:
A. Cann, Munfordville, Senithland 402 008 03x-17 9 1
appointed county Princeton
040 000 045-13 13 7
• Hart county, succeeding
Kerr, Hines, Gardner and
Jadge D. Leon Reynolds, Cooper; Stephens, Cunningham,
e Cann is the husband of Patterson and Morgan.
• :eer Bernie Sims, of
and is frequent visithome of Mrs. John Union Services To

End Sunday Night
--------: Broken Ann
• C. J. Pollard, mother of
Lester, fell at their
TO Washington street
afternoon and broke
s arm. She was dismissed
Fs:iceton Hospital Weds. following treatment, and
r.1,1:tion
is reported to be

Union se, vices, held jointly
by the Presbyterian, Methodist
and Christian churches during
July and August, will close
Sunday night when members
of the four cooperating churches
will unite in a communion service at the First Christian
Church at 7:30 o'clock, the Rev.
W. Collins announced
Tom
Tuesday. The public is invited.

ale Aid Step Nearer
ir New Hospital Here
ese et Was cleared Owensieoro-Daviess County Hos.1,,k to build or expand pital; Garrard County 'Hospital,
erofit hepitals in Ken- Lancaster; Grayson County War
Memorial Hospital, Leitchfield.
including the Caldwell
Clinton and Hickman County
''anal unit, with the
Hospital; Norton Memorial InState money.
firmary; Our Lady of Peace MenBruce Underwood, State tal Hospital; Kenton County Tucommissioner, received berculosis Hospital, Covington;
ost.final clearance from Logan County Hospitael, RusGeneral A. E. Funk. sellville; Haywood Hospital,
%led that State funds can Maysville, Nicholas County Hoson nonprofit and pital, Carlsle; Owen County Meed hospitals approv- morial Hospital, Owenton, and
the State Department of Bowling Green-Warren County
•

Hospital.
that re.nains is /or the
The total projected cost of
x.aui.iding Commission
these hosptials is $8,855,165. The
to
ii
o. K. to Under- Federal Government is giving
Plan for spreading the one third. Underwood is prorotM00,000 among the 15 ing the State'e $500,000 among
, Underwood hopes
this them -in proportion to the U. S.
Will come soon.
contribution.
finite figures
were
For example, if one hospital
' to show
$300,000, it ill get a gift of
amounts
the
costs
• etals
can expect from $100,000 from the Federal Gov'71e Underwood hopes ernment. Under Underwood's for,41 notify each
hospital mule, this $100,000 is 4 percent
twill get.
of the total federal gift to Kenleproved projects are: tucky this year. Therefore this
CountY War Memorial hospital gets an added gift of 4
Scottsville; Caldwell percent of the State's 8500,000.
War Memorial
$180,000,
Hospit- or $20,000. This leaves
on; Casey County or 80 percent of the cost, for
Hospital, Liberty; the hospital to raise
-

Pupils, Teachers
Must lake Tests
Under Health Code
Bus Will Bring

Barrel Baby

Number 9

Volunteers Asked
To Help Register .1
Men For Service

High
School Registrants To
Butler; Eleven Schools
Open Sept. 6

New Draft Board Clerk
Expects Few To Go

Labor Survey Appears
rertam To Top Goal;
N../

With eleven schools in the
1),1;,;>:Ai
u vr
:
;
t'
, ;dick, CovingCaldwell County system preparton, was sent here to be chief
A total of 1,655 persons, 887 nesday afterno7r7—
id it was provement of this area in all
ing for opening Monday, Sept. 6,
clerk of the Caldwell-Lyon- man and 768 women, had regis- hoped approrimately half of the that time", he said.
most important activity will be
Crittenden
Selective
physical and medical examinaService tered at the K. U. office here 4,000 needed workeds would be
Registration was aided by voltions, Supt. Clifton Clift said this
Board, replacing Hubert Young, up to 10 o'clock Wednesday signed here.
unteer
groups of businessmen
Success of this labor survey
week.
resigned, this week. Mr. Aver- morning in the labor survey beappears definitely assured, Mr. and women of 'Princeton, here
Under the new Kentucky
dick has been assigned an of- ing conducted in this area in- Peace said, with indications that and at Providence. Other groups
Health Code every child entering
fice on the east side of the cident to the possible location many more potential workers for will assist representatives of the
school for the first time must
in Princeton of a light metals the new industry will be regis- Kentucky Employment Service
have such examinations, by the
Ralph Eugene Patterson, 20- courthouse, second floor.
tered than the minimum require- in registering workers at Eddyfamily physician in each case. months'-old son of Mr. and
Registration of young men factory.
At Providence, where regis- ment.
ville courthouse today and FriForms for these tests are avail- Mrs. Eugene R. Patterson,
for the peace time draft will betration was conducted Monday
able now in the county school su- Maple Avenue, weighed only
"This labor survey has been day; at the Madisonville USES
perintendent's office, where par- 3V2 pounds at birth. Born No- gin in the county courtroom, and Tuesday, "a few more than very good for Princeton", a office, Monday and Tuesday,
ents or teachers may call for vember 7, 1946, the child was main floor of the courthouse, 600" were signed, Shelby Peace, member of the Citizens Commit- Aug. 30 and 31: at Dawson
them, Mr. Clift said.
30, for men burn director of the Kentucky Em- tee said Wednesday. "I have liv- Springs, Monday, Aug. 30; at
kept at home in a homemade Mond y,
All teachers and school em- incubator, made from a barrel after ug. 30, 1922. Registration ployment Service, Hopkinsville, ed here 25 years and the people Hopkinsville, Sept. 1 and 2; at
ployes must pass .physical and with electric lights for several will p ceed as follows: Aug. said Wednesday morning
of the community have cooperat- Elkton, Sept. 1 and 2; at Sturgis,
medical tests, provided by the months, and was fed by a 31-Sept. 1, for men born in 1923.
Registration at Princeton was ed better 'in this project than in Aug. 28, and at Fredonia,
Health Code, and these also may medicine dropper. The baby Sept. 2-3, for men born in 1924. scheduled to be concluded Wed- anything attenmpted for the im- Aug. 27.
obtain the necessary forms at the now weighs about 25
pounds Sept. 4-7, for men born in 1925.
superintendent's office.
and is in good health, his par- Seept 8-9, for men born in 1926.
The Caldwell county school bus ents report.
Sept. 10-11,for men born in 1927.
GOP Will Tell 'Em . .
Will make a run on the Dawson,
Sept. 13-14, for men born in 1928.
In 7,000 Newspapers
Dulaney and Eddyville highways,
Sept. 15-16, for men born in 1929.
The GOP isn't fooling!
and in the Friendship and Cobb
Sept. 17-18, for men born before
According to press disareas, Monday, Aug. 30, in order
31 Residents Ask Council
Sept. 19, 1930.
Classes In All City
patches, the Republican high
that juniors and seniors may come
Mr. Averdick is urgently re- To Widen Varmint
command will spend $1,000,Start Term
Schools
to Butler High School for regisquesting veterans' organizations,
000 for newspaper advertising
Trace
tration. The same run will be Mark
Tuesday,
Sept. 7
the
American
Cunningham To
Legion Auxiliary,
in 7,000 daily and weekly
A delegation, with Mrs. Romade Tuesday, Aug. 31, for freshRegistration of all high school
and service clubs here to help
newspapers,
of
are
which
147
Lead
Annual
Financial
men and sophomores to register,
pupils will begin at Butler High
him obtain volunteers who will bert WIlliams as spokesman,
in Kentucky . . . where the
Mr. Clift said.
Campaign Here
assist him in this work, August sought advice at Monday night's
School Monday, Aug. 30, for
cost will be $16,016.65. Of
High school pupils attending
Mark Cunningham has
30 through September 18.
Council session relative to inthis, Kentucky Republicans
classes which begin Tuesday,
Fredonia High will register Mon- cepted the general chairmanVolunteers are to serve with- s.allation of a sewer on Aker
are asked to pay 40 percent,
day, Sept. 6, it was announced.
Sept. 7, Supt. C. T. Pollard said
ship of the annual Boy Scout out pay under the Selective Seeor $6,406.66 on a "participatat.enue. Supt. of Works McThe following Caldwell Coun- Finance campaign here, solicithis week.
vice regulations. A telephone
ing basis."
ty schools will open for the 1948- tation to start August 30.
Seniors, those having 11 or
Connell
was
asked
to
make
an
was installed in the Draft ofSo far the Democrats_ are
49 school term Monday, Sept. 6.
more -units, will be registered
A team of five men from the fice today and Mr. Averdick re- estimate of cost of the sewer
emulating
the
Tar
Baby.
Fredonia High, Guy G. Nich- Kiwanis and Rotary clubs will
from 8 to 12 o'clock Monday,
quests persons who will aid in construction, which, if done, will
ols, principal; Herman Brenda, carry the request for
Aug. 30; juniors, 7 to 101
/
2 units,
funds to the registration one or more be by private contract.
Rube Thurston, Jack Byrd, Mrs. the general
from 1 to 4 o'clock Monday afpublic. Each work- days to call him there.
Cooper
Confers
With
Elsther W. Nichols, Mrs. John er will have
A petition, bearing names of
ternoon; sophomoees, . 3 to 61
/
2
eight to ten prosWomen who will volunteer for
Rice, Mrs. Lucille Morse, Mrs. pects.
31 residents and property own- GOP Leaders Here
units, from 8 to 12 o'clock Thursone
or more days' service in th40
Approximately 50 Republican day, Aug. 31, and
Elizabeth Barnes, Cleo Frances
freshmen 2/
1
2
Scouting in Princeton is be- registration are asked to contact ers in the contiguous territory,
Hart, William L. Nichols, Mrs.
ing carried on by Troop No. 42, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, telephone asking for widening Varmint leaders from Crittenden, Lyon, units or fewer, from I to 4
Myrtle B. Brandon, Mrs. Kathunder Scoutmaster Joe Weeks, 167.
Trace between South Seminary Trigg, Christian and Caldwell o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
leen Perkins, Mrs. Kitty Quertercounties met with Senator John
Seventh and Eighth grade puand
Troop
No. 39, *u
. All veterans are required to and South Cave streets, was
mous, teachers.
Scoutmaster Gpne Sarrett. Gj register and most briiig, their presented by Frank Gardner. Sherman Cooper and Torn Mam- pils will report to Butler High
Cobb. Mrs. Flora .Creekinue,
trhool at 8:30 Tuesday mornIt was brought out that liti- by, State organization Mrs. Thelma Paxton and Mrs. garlization of a troop for Negro discharge papers with them to
for the GOP, here last Friday ing, Sept. 7, for room assignboys
will
be
completed
gation
has
been
instituted
in
early
the Selective Service office, Mr.
Robbie Oliver, teachers.
the case and considerable dis- afternoon and discussed plans ments.
Crider, Mrs. Maggie Vanifoos- in September, according to the Averdick said.
for the November general elecEastside Grade School will
Rev.
Thomas
G.
Hackney,
on
Mr. Young, who had first been cussion was precipitated with
er and Mrs. Edith Mason, teachEddyville, who has been em- designated to serve as chief the mayor, councilmen, City At- ticn. Senator Cooper and Mr also open September 7.
ers.
Mamby spent several days last
Friendship, Mrs. Medic Owens, ployed as a part time field exe- clerk, which position he occu- torney S. D. Hodge and Gorweek in First district counties P'ton Catholic Women
Mrs. Wood Holloway and Thelma cutive by the West Kentucky pied during World War II, tele- don Lisanby, who has been em- in the interest of the Republican
Visit St. Meinrad Abbey
Area Council, Boy Scouts of phoned his resignation to Col ployed to represent the city,
E. Brandon, teachers
senator's candidacy f o r reMesdames H. W. Nichols, Will
Solon Russell, State Selective participating. The question of election.
Lewistown, Mrs. Cecile Sigler America.
Loftus, Barney Jones, Francis
A
Cub
Pack,
for
12
proper
procedure
in
the
case
boys
9
to
and Mrs. Lillian P'Peol, teachers.
Service director, last weekend.
Cotton and Miss Roselle Cotton
Enon, Vera Drennan, teacher. years old, will be organized in He said the work involved in was left to the discretion of
visited The Pilgrim Virgin MoUndergoes Appendectomy
September,
Jim
Harris,
field
exFlatrock, Roy Thomas Mayes,
trying to service three counties the City Attorney.
torcade at St. Meinrad Abbey, St.
In Paducah Hospital
ecutive, said.
teacher.
was "to much for him to
Oscar Cantrell was operated Meinrad, Ind., last Thursday. The
A goal of $1200 has- been set handle".
Hart, J. L. Hicks, teacher.
Lebanon Revival To
on at 9 o'clock Ficlay night for motorcade attracted more than
Scottsburg, Mrs. Ora B. Cant- for the finance campaign, with
"Very few men will go into
accute appendicitis, at Riverside 30,000 persons, it was reported.
more than $200 already sub- active service from Caldwell. Begin Sunday, Sept. 6
rell, teacher.
A revival will begin at Le- Hospital, in Paducah. The operNabb, Pearl I. Hartigan, teach- scribed by local firms and phil- county until later", Mr. Averbanon Baptist Church Monday ation was a •success and he was Lowell Hobby Suffers
er, and Fredonia colored, Pervis anthropic individuals. Grayson dick said Tuesday. "Only about
Fractured Ankle Bone
Harrelson, district vice chair- 300 are expected to be drafted night, Sept. 6, it was announc- brought home Wednesday.
M. Grooms, teacher.
Lowell Hobby received
a
man for Princeton, who has in the November call and this ed Tuesday. The meeting will
fractured ankle last Thursday
been doing advance work on may mean only one or two be conducted by the Rev. 2. K. U. Agriculturalist To
Rose And Garden Club
afternoon while practising basethe campaign, expressed confi- from this board", the draft Cannon, pastor, assisted by the
Rev. W. W. Johnson, Kutta- Conduct County Survey
ball here and was treated at
To Have Show Sept. 2
dence in Princeton's ability , to clerk said.
E. R. Murphy, agriculturial Princeton Hospital. His foot was
wa, Services will begin at 11
The Princeton Rose and Gar- see the job through.
No information had reached
specialist for the Kentucky Util- placed in a cast, and his condiden Club will hold its fall
Posters carrying the slogan, here Wednesday concerning per- o'clock each morning and at
7:45 o'clock at night. The pub- ities Co., was here Monday and tion is satisfactory, his mother
flower show Thursday, Sept. 2, "We Too Have a Job to Do",
sonnel of the draft board but
met with the Citizens Commit- reported Tuesday.
lic is cordially invited.
in the Eastside School Auditor- are being distributed by Scouts
it was believed one citizen of
tee, to present a plan for a surium, Mrs. Charles Geiger said. this week.
each of the three counties convey in detail of Caldwell counAll members are urged to bring
Homemakers' Officers
cerned would be named.
ty resources, similar to one he
speciand
flower arrangements
To Meet At Courthouse
prepared recently for Lincoln
mens. The entries shown must
Men With Dependents
Federated officers of Home- county. He will start work on
be grown in the exhibitor's garmakers clubs will meet in the such a survey this winter, R. S.
Deferred In Draft
den. Judges will be from a
Washington — AP — Presi- courthouse, Monday, August 30, Gregory, district KU manager,
neighboring flower club. Entries
Senate Nominee Carried
are limited to those of club Body Of Pvt. Eurie Oliver dent Truman has set many a at 2:30 o'clock. Problems of the said Wednesday.
discussed
and
clubs
will
be
88
Counties In Primind
at
rest
by
officially
des'
be
Displays
will
s.
e
r
m e nob
Returned; Last Rites
ferring married men, farmers, goals for the year will be de- Rev. J. P.,Bright Resigns
shown t6 the public from 3 to
mary Contest
all' men with dependents and termined.
Frankfort — AP — Virgil
8 o'clock, Mrs. Geiger said.
By VFW
The publicity chairmen will Presbyterian Pastorate
The body of Pvt. Eurie E. many others from the 21Rev, J. P. Bright, pastor of Chapman, Paris, defeated John
Alvin
Lisanby.
meet
with
Mrs.
Oliver, 27, son of Mr. and Mrs. month peacetime draft.
Cumberland Presbyterian Church Young Brown, Lexington, by
Kentucky Press Benefit
The deferments are far mole Mrs. Orland Newsom will meet
102,860 to 90,740, a majority of
Howard
Oliver, Shephardson
with the reading group. Mrs. here the last 3 years, has ie- 12,120, official tabulations of
Nets $1,000 For State
street, arrived here Tuesday liberal than -they were during
signed
to
accept
a
pastorate
at
Hugh Yates will preside at the
the Aug. 7 Democratic senanight from the
Philippines, World War II.
Crippled Children
Springfield, Tenn.
Most of them had been pre- vice presidents' meeting.
torial primary showed.
Lexington — AP — A benefit where he died from wounds reMrs.
Ray
Martin
and
Miss
dicted
long
ago
but
they
arc
The computations, made by
program at Joyland Park here ceived in action on Cebe Island,
Robbie
Sims
will
meet
with
the
To Attend Conference
the Secretary of State's staff,
Monday% netted the Kentucky April 13, 1945, in World War II. not official until the President
citizenship
chairmen.
gave the third candidate in the
Funeral services were sched- announced them in a 30-page
Press Association more than
All county officers have re- On Water Safety
$1,000 for its crippled chil-/ uled Thursday afternoon at 2:30 set of regulations that also orRepresentatives of 18 Red race, Mi:ton Whitworth, Elizaceived special training for these
dren's fund, officials said.
o'clock
at Morgan's Funeral dered Selective Service to speed
Cross chapters in Southwestern bethtown, 10,852. Dennis Mcmeetings, Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Thirty-five Central Kentuc- Home, with the Rev. J. T. Cun- up induction machinery. .
Kentucky will meet in Paducah Queary, Pulaski. county, who
home
agent,
said.
This
will
be
accomplished
by
September 2, to
. plan a coordi- withdrew early in July, receivky newspapers sponsored the ningham in charge.
sending
out
the
all-important
Survivors are his widow, the
nated educational program for ed 1,010 votes.
all-day festival. The crowd was
as Tigers To Start Season
In the Republican senatorial
water safety, in the Kentucky
called the largest in the park's former Mary Oakley, Cadiz; a classification questionaires
Lake area Prevention of swim- primary, Senator John Sherhistory. An Estill County team 5-year-old son, Euriie E. Oliver. soon as possible to single, non- At Morganfield, Sept. 17
won the featured square Jr., his parents, five sisters, father, non-veteran eligibles afThe Butler Tigers Football ming and boating accidents and man Cooper, Somerset, outran
dance; Fayette County was sec- Mrs. Doyle Peek, Mt. Vernon, ter men 18 through 25 register Team has its first game of the resultant loss of life is the long Silas A. Johnson, Jamestown,
at
their
local
boards
between
Teams
Ill.; Mrs. J. P. Hubbard, Deond, and Clark, third.
season scheduled with Morgan- range objective. J. E. Neal and 70,471 to 7,498.
The returns showed Whit-‘
from nine counties participated. troit, Mich.; Mrs. Logan Low- Aug: 30 and Sept. 18. (Later, all field for September 17, at Mor- Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., will repreexcept
18-year-olds
must
fill
ry, Jr., Mrs. Gerald Cummins
Hardin an d
ganfield. The schedule for the sent ,the Caldwell county worth carried
and Miss Marie Oliver, all of out the questionnaires.)
Meade counties. Brown carried
Return From Vacation
coming season: Franklin-Simp- chipter.
These forms, which will go to
30: Ballard, Bell, Boone, Boyd,
Rev. and Mrs. Tom Collins Princeton.
son, here, September 24, MadiBullitt,
Caldwell,
Calloway,
Interment will he in Cedar draft-age men 19 through 25, sonville, here, October I, Trigg Bids On New
and children, David and Mary
Hospital
Campbell, Carlisle, Flo y d,
Jane, returned Monday from a Hill Cemetery, with members must be filled out in 10 days County High School, there, Noand
boards
returned
to
draft
Will
Be
Asked Soon
Graves, Greenup, Harla n,
to weeks' vacation to Wil- of the VFW in charge of servember 8, Hopkinsville, here,
which will use them to deterThos. J. Simmons, chairman Hickman, Jefferson, Johnson,
liamsburg. Horse Cave and vices at the graveside.
October 15, Mayfield, there. Ocmine classifications. (Youths of
Shelbyville, where they' visited
tober 22, Sturgis, there, Novem- of, the Caldwell County Hospi- Kenton, Knott, Knox, Letcher,
18 are not eligible for the draft,
friends and relatives.
ber 5, Murray, there, November tal committee, gave a resume of Livingston, Marshall, Martin,
Pvt.
McChesney's
Body
but must register).
-12, Marion, here, November 25. work done by his committee to McCracken, McCreary, MuhlenThe classifications as listed by
Is En Route Home
date at Wednesday's meeting berg, Perry, Pike, Rowan and
Enters MeCallie School
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. McChesney the President fall into 13 groups.
of the Kiwanis Club. He said Union.
Fred Taylor, son of Mr and
working plans will be completChapman carried
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, will leave have been notified that the body with men available for military Crossroads Church To
the reed wihtin a few days and bids maining 88. There are 120
Monday for MCallie School, of their son, the late Pvt. R. B. service listed as I-A. Actual Begin Revival Aug. 29
home
drafting of 1-A men will be by
Chattanooga, Term., where he McChesney, is enroute
A revival meeting will begin will his advertised for soon af- counties in Kentucky.
has enroled for his Junior year from Europe, where lier was kil- age, with the oldest called ifirst. At Crossroads Chtistian Church ter September 1.
Official results of the conled in action during
orld War
There will he no lottery as in Sunday night, Aug. 29, with the
gressional race in the First Diaof high school work.
II. Interment will be at Farm- the last • war. The call to uni- Rev. Albert Shemwell, pastor of
Mr. and Mrs P'"‘' McElroy triet
Democrats—Charles E.
' '
,is week Gordon, 8,566; Noble J. Greg„ W. L. Derby, Washington D: ersville, with the Ray-Crider- form will be determined by Marion Christian Church, preach- Sc" in S't
McNabb
Peet
VFW
in
charge
local
classification (set by
ing each night. The public is cor- on a :ray n.,; aa f, i'rineeton ory, 15,884; T. E. "Elvis" Bell,
C., spent last weekend with Mr.
of services.
'boards) and by age.
dially invited.
Shoe Co.
end Mrs. Frank G. Wood.
Sr., 1,187. No Republicans,

Citizens Seek
Aker Ave. Sewer

Scouters To Ask
Funds For Work

Butler Pupils To
Register Aug. 30

4-

Chapman's Margin
12,200 Over Brown -

War Hero To Be
Honored Today

adiresikma,
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

I HL PRINCETON LEADER
PUSLI•HED EVERY THURSDAY
°RAGLAN M. PHOOEY

DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
ELNI-0. AND NUOLNINSA
NOVIINI,INNO
Entered as second class nuttier at
Princeton, Ky., under tire Act of Condrees .of March S. ISIS
Subscription prices: In County, III; In
State, 42.50, Out-ot-State, 43; (..trds of Thanks. H. Resolutions
of Respect, I canto • word. Unaolleltel
l Poems, I cents a word. Reading notices, 10 cents a line
ItkiMUIit (IF
ASHOCIATEn) PHESS.--The AsEuela led Hess le entitled exclushely to the use for republication of all the local news printed
In. this IDIDV•PADer, 4X well as all Al' newedtspatches
ILI IdliElt KENTUCKY PHERS
ASSOCIATIt )14
MithtTIER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION

rub:

'New Prosperity Is At Hand
For The Entire Region
Possibility of a large manufacturing well acclimated to democracy and prone
plant coming to this community in the to be victimized by false isms, pinks and
near future, highlighted by the labor reds, is infinitely preferred by industry,
survey being conducted in the area lying and we have this kind of workers here;
within a radius of 40 miles of Princeton, more of them, in proportion, than any
has brought into sharp focus the certain- other section of the entire USA.
The Purchase will gain more factories
ty that all this section of Kentucky is due
.
but the saturation point in the counfor growth and expansion within the
ties west and south of us is much nearer
next few years far beyond the dreams of
than many may guess; whereas the field
most adults before the coming of the
here and in other counties of the PennyGilbertsville Dam and Kentucky Lake.
rile is as yet almost untouched.
For several months, even casual obTherefore, regardless of the outcome
servers hereabouts have been conscious
of the present campaign to attract the
of the influx of visitors, most of them light metals
company, which asks us to
coming to fish in the waters of the big show
4,000 persons in the neighborhood
lake, the reputation of which as a Nim- who
will accept jobs at excellent wages
rod's paradise has been heralded far and
if a new plant comes here, we are assurwide in metropolitan newspapers, magaed that big industry has its eyes on westzines and via radiocasts. Towns close to
ern Kentucky and that Princeton and
the lake have had phenominal business other
towns in this vicinity with abundin the sale of fishing tackle, bait, food
ant electric power, a great flow of naand lodging; and there is a great and
tural gas which can easily be tapped, and
growing demand for overnight housing
the most desired kind of labor will get
accommodations all over the region.
new factories in the next few years.
Fewer persons among us have, until
This fact should give us pause and
now, grasped the fact of this area's great
make apparent the pressing necessity of
attractions to industry . . . .altho we strengt
hening our Citizens Committee
know, of course, about the vast electric with
full support as it attacks the numerpower reservoir created by Kentucky ous
problems which are ours. For with
The following gracious exDam and some have knowledge of the
Princeton growing and the promise of pression, taken from the Office
big natural gas line which will soon tra- new
prosperity very bright, we cannot Cat column of the Hopkinsville
verse this and other neighboring coun- continu
e along the lines of outworn com- New Era, is very gratifying to
ties.
Princeton business folk who are
placency; we must forge ahead.
trying
Benton, Calvert City, Murray, Paducah,
There is a better and brighter day dustry to bring a big, new inhere. Contrary to the exMayfield and other Purchase towns have coming
soon for this whole region; and pectations of some, the larger
new factories, drawn by the TVA develop- Princet
on, with a good many forward neighbor to the east is , expectment; but these do not have the gas looking
citizens at work i„n the cause, will ing to benefit by Princeton getnecessary to many plants. Native born surely
make steady advances, capitalizing ting a new factoryy . . . and has
labor, so much preferred to that bearing upon
plant itself. Read what the cat
her opportunities and taking her
no designs upon this particular
heavy mixtures of foreign blood not yet place
in the sun.
wrote:
*
*
*
"A labor survey will be made

Too Much Talk Of War
On every side we hear talk of the possibility of an early war with Russia. It
Is true these are critical times, and that
the crisis in Berlin is grave. But we do
not believe war is emminent and we do
not believe that it is helpful at this time
to talk as if war were coming soon.
It is well for all of us to take an intelligent and alert interest in what is going
on in the world. For it affects each of us.
But constant talk of war only adds to the
danger of the present situation. The Russians ale already accusing us of warmongering, although everyone knows it
is just the other way around.
We do not believe that even the men in
the Kremlin want war now. Soviet Russia is hardly in shape to stand another
war. They walk-to get all they can without war. They want to wreck the European Recovery Plan if they can. They
want to Ira control of all Germany if they
can. But as long as we stand firm we do
not believe they will resort to war.
It is true that we must build up our
defenses, we must remain strong. But
that is only to protect ourselves and the
other peace loving peoples of the world.
It does not mean that our leaders are preparing for war, or want war. It is the
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home in Crittenden County to er editor are
directors
visit our relatives in Hopkins - association for
vile. It was a two-day ride in Both are life Caldwell
members a
summer unless one wished to er will be
glad to fill ,
push his horse recklessly, and we
tional information
always went in summer, after
*bud
the business of
corn was laid by. Nearly always
drawin
people to Kentucky
we stayed all night at the home
be advanced.
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Crider
near Princeton. I never forgot a
* * *
remark of Mrs. Crider's to my
Morganfield, where
f
mother, who had corrected me are taxed by
reactiwo
for bad table manners.
Camp Breckinridge,
Mrs. Crider said: "Let him do 200 parking
meters
just as he is used to doing at months' trial.
Char'
home", and gave me a lesson
the same as here: and
that stuck.
the chances are,
will
Sincerely,
about $200 a week
...
Tom Wallace
to make the City
Father
*
*
*
to keep the meters.
The
A Guide Book to Kentucky lent Union
County Ad
Lake is shortly to be issued with published there,
Paul Abel, editor of the Ken- white way next. is ur
tucky Jaycez, doing the work.
* * *
It will be well done. A slick
For violating the ea,'
paper, 32-page booklet is plan- ance against
followa.
ned, to contain full information truck too closely,
fiv.
about fishing, hunting, vacation
Were fined here last
opportunities and general tour- are fortunate in
having a
ist lure at Kentucky Lake. A lative fire
department
circulation of 10,000 copies is kind (volunteer)
but we
guaranteed.
afford to have the fro ,
* * *
oered in any way It
The Kentucky Lake Associa- tural, of course,
to go to
tion wants to have many thous- but curiosity
should
ands more of this booklet print- check sufficiently be,h
to
ed and circulated over the coun- against adding to
tFw f,
try . . but does not have ade- partment's labors.
quate funds for this. Visitors so
*
*
*
attracted would spend a lot of
Rev. T. G. Hackney, LB
money while in this section. Ed Leonard Hart and
Police
Paxton, Jr., president of Ken- Elbert Tabor drove
Edd
tucky Lake Association, urges new fire truck to
P•r•-- Repriotoi f rorn Th• Louhooll• Courier-Journal
Princet•
more Princeton and -Caldwell week, parked it in front
of Princeton and the entire area, county sportsme
n and others in- Hall and proudly it
including Hopkinsville.
terested in advancing Kentucky Police Chief Roy I,
"We wish our good neighbors Lake as a tourist attraction to numerous
other interest
success in their tremendous un- become life members of the as- sons last
Wednesday aft
dertaking."
sociation, thus helping to pro- This new apparatus is
ju5t
*
*
vide much needed funds for pubthe doctor ordered for'
Pennyriler has received a let- licizing this great attraction.
ville . . . if the new vol
ter from Editor Tom Wallace, of
*. *
*
fire department function.
shortly in Princeton and within the Louisvill
e Times, which, beThe Paducah Association of as well as Princeton's do
a radius of about 40 miles, the cause it is full of a pleasant Commerce has sent
out 52,000
•
outcome of which may mean nostalgia and will bring happy copies of the Kentuck
y Lake
The United States used
much to that progressive Cald- recollections to some here, is folder, in colors,
some of which six to
10 million ounces of
well County town.
teproduced herewith:
have been distributed here to
a year during World War
"Princeton's civic leaders have My dear Gracean:
luncheon clubs and in the busibeen working on a project which.
I cannot tell you how much I ness district. This folder costs make military insignia.
if they ate'successful, will bring appreciate your very kind arti- $20 a thousand
.. . and is bringAndorra, one of the
a factory to their town that will cle about my semi-retirement. ing many outside
dollars • into smallest
republics in the
employ 4,000 men. We under- Maybe I can get to Princeton our area.
But more folders are covers
175 square miles
stand the town has met all re- oftener in the future, and it alneeded; which
means
more a population of
5.000.
quirements to date except • the ways gives me a thrill to be members
hips in Kentucky Lake
• • •
all-important item of supplying there because Princeton was the Associati
on, especially life memThe Philippines contain
the labor that will be needed.
nearest big town—Marion being berships.
than 7,000 islands and isl
"Just think what such an in- smaller—when we set out horse*
*
*
which only 466 cover a
dustry will mean to the growth tackL-I was ponyback—from cur
Dr. W. L. Cash and The Leadmile or more.
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best possible insurance against another
war. For the men who rule Russia apparently appreciate nothing but force.
We have confidence in General Clay.
The way he has handled the situation in
Berlin has been masterful. He is not a
professional soldier, and his wide background and experience has made him the
ideal man for that tough spot. We have
confidence in General Marshall, our Secretary of State. He is backing General
Clay to the limit and doing everything
possible to preserve the peace and resolve
the crisis.
Of course the United States is not used
to being pushed around and we do not
like the way Soviets have tried to push
us around. We do not like the way they
have double-crossed us at every opportunity, the lies they spread about us, ttra
way they try to undermine us. But we
still believe that we can reach some sort
of agreement with the Russians and live
in the same world with them, without
going to war.
We must continue to be firm, we must
remain strong, but it would be well if we
did not have so much loose talk about war
right away. It does more harm than good.
(Hopewell, Va., News)
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Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
What the Committee for Kentucky
means to the people of the State is well
summed up, in part, in the following paragraph:, furnished by Maurice D. Bernet,
executive director of the organization.
"The Committee for Kentucky is really
a joining together of Kentucky organizations, representing almost every phase of
Kentucky life.
"It is a recognition of the fact that we
can make progress only by joining forces
and working together.
"It is a means of bringing Kentucky's
varied organizations together for the purpose of understanding each others' problems and of directing that understanding
to building a greater State.
"It is the determination to recapture
for the people the control of their own
destinies by making democracy a vital
and living force.
"It is the embodiment of a hope and
a determination to build a better life
within the network of Kentucky's communities.
"This, you might say, is the ideal of the
Committee for Kentucky.
"The organization is non-profit, nonpolitical, and non-partisan.
"It is a public service organization doing impartial fact-finding and educational
work for the general advancement of our
people and of their community. . . .
"The Committee for Kentucky has
tit 87 large Kentucky organizations

A

affiliated with its program.
"Each of these organizations, through
the democratic process, selects at least
two delegates—a principal and an
alternate.
"These delegates are charged with the
responsibility of working with the Committee for Kentucky,
"They bring facts and views from their
organization to the Committee and report
back to their organizations official
proceedings of the Committee.
"These democratically selected d e I
egates elect the officers and director
s of
the Committee for Kentucky.
"Officers and directors are selected
to
represent a cross section of
Kentucky's
basic interests. It is through this
Board
that official policy of the
Committee is
determined."
•
The Canadian Niagara or
Horseshoe
Falls are about 155 feet high.
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The American Niagara Falls are
about
10 feet higher than the
Canadian Falls.
•
Half a million tons of water fall
over
Niagara Falls every minute.
Camels can travel three or four days in
the dessert without suffering hunger
or
•
A 20 percent decline in national turkey
production is estimated for 1948.
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A good way to make chicke
n
go further is to make a loaf to
be
served cold. Mrs. Pearl Haak,
specialist in foods at the Colleg
e
of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentuc
ky,
suggests this recipe:
Chicken Loaf
4 cups ground cooked chicke
n
1"2 cups chicken
stock
cup cornmeal
ki cup chopped celery
3 tablespoons chopped parsle
y
2 tablespoons gelatin
1/4 cup cold water
Ye cup mayonnaise
Ye teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons green pepper
Stew chicken slowly until
meat is tender. Remove from
bones and grind. To the stock,
add celery, parsley and cornmeal.
Cook in a double boiler for 30
minutes, stirring frequently. Soften gelatin in cold water. Add the
cornmeal mixture to it, stirring
satisfactory way of getting Balbo Rye seeded by many farmers.
This method will allow the lespedeza to reseed itself, provides
a cover crop that will prevent
leaching of the nitrogen that the
lespedeza has put in the soil, and
provides an excellent winter
pasture on firm soil where cattle may graze in bad weather
when fields that have been
seeded after breaking will be
too soft to support the weight
of the cattle.
Wheat has also been seeded
on this type of seedbed with
good success though it doesn'
produce as much pasture as the
rye.
Burley growers who have an
extra good crop this year migh
be interested in making an exhibit at the State Fair. An exhibit consists of 12 plants cut at
least three days before bein
exhibited and split or speare
ready to be placed on the stick
Anyone interested contact tit'
office so that an entry blan
can be filled out and sent i
by September 1.

until gelatin is dissolved. Add remaining ingredients, then pour
into a greased mold to set until
firm.
an pork may substitute
for chicken.
Menu: Cold chicken loaf, lima
beans, buttered carrots, fresh

hold the rye, but to dress that ore
turning under in April, to
portion (about half the garden
) rovide a maximum of humus
with the whole garden's quota or
By JOHN B. GARDNER
the other half.
Kentucky College of Agriculture
of manure, and break in January
and Home toonornice
or February. The other is to sow
ora•IIMPIMNOISIMIONINNIIMalimelllllLou lllll
Everybody reads The Leader!
oni.111~11111.111.
to rye but to sacrifice some of its
COVER CROPS
growth, dressing with manure
Although most farmers have
and breaking in February, even
long ago learned how valuable a
though wet. Succeeding freezes
cover crop may be in field land,
would remove danger of undesirand while they use them freely able
consequences.
there, far too few use cover crops
By either means, the early and
in their gardens. Now, it is true
the late gardens would alternate,
that in most instances and in
and crop rotation automatically
most years the garden does re'would be assured. Also, eaeh
ceive a dressing of manure, but
year half the garden would reoften not enough, and the soil
ceive a double lot of manure, and
becomes "slow", tending to run that
could do no harm. At the
!abeam ,Spriitge
together, and tie quality and same
time, the cover crop would
Ibinth
yield of the vegetables decline. have
made maximum growth beUsing commercial fertilizer is not
FOR
a remedy, but may actually hasMalaria, Rheumatism,
ten that decline. Rather, the remNeuritis & Other Ailments
edy is building up the soil's humYear-Round Service
us, which is a soil conditioner.
On Route 62 - 109
This is as well done by turning
In Kentucky
under a cover crop as by using Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
a generous coat of manure.
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.
JAMES D MASHBURN
The main difficulty in cover- Phone
Phone 3041
693
Princeton, Ky.
cropping a garden is that it must
be done piecemeal as the vegetables mature, but if early vege"THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN!"
tables were put together, large
areas could be sown at a time.
lier
iir Irgr
ik
For example, white potatoes,
fre"
V
‘Nri
onions, early cabbage, first beans,
sweet corn and peas are out of
1.
1
•
, 41,
the way in August and that land
may be sown then. Second and
third beans and sweet corn finish in September, which makes
room for more cover-cropping.
Wheat or barley may be used
YOUR MOST HILARIOUS SCREEN
with hairy vetch or crimson clover. Then, when killing frost
comes, the. rest of the garden
may be sown to Balbo rye.
Another difficulty with covercropping a garden is that it is
sometimes made late waiting for
worth-while growth to turn under or the soil to become dry
enough to break safely. But there
art" t Wtt w:iy, mu t One is to with.

1HE GARDEN

News representing lives,
hopes, dreams
who made up the
populace of Princeton and and ambitions of those
40 years ago record
Caldwell county almost
ed
nowhe
re but in the yellowed files
A-Week Leader of
o! Twicethose
Mabry
years
R.
A
will
be
published as a reettlae Leader
By
feature. The articles are
reprod
uced
just as the
porters, shortly after the
turn of the century, wrote Princeton rethem.
September 3, 1926. Mrs.
Con- vacation here with his
oity of small grains stance
mother,
Lester has returned from
the
middle
and
Mrs.
of
C. J. Pollard.
di now
Murray, where she attend
ed
the
enable
farmers State
7,ber will
Normal School and visitwinter feed costs by ed
October 5, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
relatives in Calloway county
one-fourth to one-third.
Frank Asher, of Farmersville,
and points in Tennessee.
are the parents of a twelveEye particularly will
pound girl baby, born last Satan abundance of fall and
September 3, 1926. Misses
urday, Miss Elizabeth, and Julr pasture if sown early and Virginia
Morgan and Stella ian
/
2 bushels Spangl
Garrett, of Atlanta, Ga.,
rate of about 11
er, Hewlett Morgan and
motored to Paducah Thursday,
re, It is the most winter James W.
Catlett
attend
ed the where they spent the
the small grains and Pennyr
week-end.
oyal Fair at Hopkinsville.
October 12, 1826. Mrs. Daily
rev well if seeded early
much
Rogers
seedbe
pred
and
little
t toe
daughter,
September 3, 1926. Smith
Dimple, of Cobb, were joined
Lowery and daughter, Miss
Mary
lespede
za fields Bell,
here Saturday by Miss Ilarvey
rig old
of Fredonia, were in the
Rogers, who is teoching at Shady
.nough to make trenches city
Wednesday. They were acGrove, in Crittenden county.
seed to fall in and get companied
by Dr. J. D. Mott,
has proved to be a very
of Crider. Miss Lowery
will -I October 26, 1926.
Guy Marteach in the city high
school, tin has returned home
after a
which opens next
Tuesday pleasant visit to his
parents, Mr.
morning.
and Mrs. Willis Martin of this
county. Guy is now superintenSeptember 17, 1926. Hearne
dent of waterworks on the G.
Ilarralson left Tuesday for
Le- & S. I. Railroad, and is
stationbanon, Tenn., to reenter t
astle ed at Hattiesburg, Miss.
His
Flights Military Academy.
father came into this office yesSeptember 21, 1926. Fred
terday and added Guy's name
Nichols and son, Fred, Jr.,
at- to the Leader's subscription list
tended the State Fair in
Louis- for which he has our thanks
.
ville and report a big fair
and
good time.
October 26, 1926. Johnson
Myers, Wilson Glenn and Dock
September 21, 1926. Charles
Riley, of Crider were among
J. Pollard has returned to
Louis- farmers who spent the day here
ville after spending a month'
s Monday.

GIVE ME A LITTLE KISS WILL YOU, flUnr—
irliat's what
little Johnnie Leyland, Jr., 6 year old son of Traine
r J. Leyland
asked the racehorse, I'll Be Back, at the Atlanti
c City, (N. J.)
Race track and the fleet footed_racer responded
with a resounding equine smack. Johnnie Jr., is a frequent visitor
to the E. K.
Bryson stable which his daddy handles at the
shore track. (AP
Wirephoto).
fruit salad, biscuits,, butter and floating island.
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Hundreds and hundreds of LAUGHS
for less than price of dozen eggs!

12c & 40c

SATURDAY
DOORS OPE1N AT 10:00 A. M.

AUG. 28

Flying Fists and Flying Lead
Bring Law and Order to—

"LAWLESS VALLEY,"
Starting

GEORGE O'BRIEN
Extra!
CHAPTER 4 — "THE VIGILANTE"
COLOR COMIC- "DAFFY DUCK SLEPT HERE"

SUN. & MON.

5TATIoe

010.061
,
:• Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
'at ADV(IIIISIO

AUG. 29-30

Filmed In All Its Splendor
In Beautiful Technicolor!

it takes more than looks,'... how
well you know! That's why these swank
new styles come in such smooth fitting
calfskins "n" durable suedes with platforms
leather-covered too! New copper, red,
green -with -mustard, brown...and you
don't have to major in higher math to know
all this is very smart doings at a little

"ADVENTURES of
ROBIN HOOD"
starring ERROL FLYNN
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
CLAUDE RAINS - - ALAN HALE

5.95 and 6.95

Plus!
WALT DISNEY COMIC — "DRIP DRIPPY DONALD"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

TUES. & WED.

AUG. 31 - SEPT. 1

Anything Can Happen On

"DANGER STREET,"
FeAloring

Women are like that but we
don't mind.
Once we grease
your car, you can bank on it that
every bearing gets its share of
attention. Drive in regularly for
service with a smile at economy
prices

Jane

Robert

WITHERS

LOWERY

Just Look At These Shorts! . . .
MARCH OF TIME — "THE BATTLE OF GREEC
E"
COLOR FEATLRETTE — "A
DAY AT THE FAIR"
MERRIE MELODY COMIC — "DOGGONE CATS"

LO - HEELERS

THUR. & FRI.

SEPT. 2 - 3

TECHNICOLOR Romance
On An Island Paradise!

"On An Island With YOU",
Starring

hity's Service Station

c, sc,

Phone 117

Esther WILLIAMS - Peter LAWK)RD
Jimmie DURANTE - Cyd CHARISSE
1 Ricardo MONTALBAN - Xavier CUGAT
Added

I

I i.1.
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Homemakers News Highway Dept.
Cedar Bluff
Seeks Engineers

Mowers Get Pheasants

Clements Says Both
Rural And Urban Areas
Due Consideration
In New Program
Frankfort, Aug. 28 — Gov.
Earle C. Clements today declared Kentucky's chief aim in road
building is construction of roads
which will render the most service to the State as a whole,
with consideration being given
roads in both rural and urban
centers.
The Governor spoke at dedicatory exercises Wednesday celebrating the completion of a

• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

Henry & Henry
Tel, 96

Princeton, Ky

Helena, Mont. — AP -- Wars
to be sure of bagging a phi,
ant? Get a hay mower.
Montana Game and Fish Department reports one bird is killed
in every six acres mowed and
one nest destroyed in every 7.2
acres. The Department siva
there seems to be "no successful solution to this important
loss of pheasants."
bridge and approacnes over
Twelve Mile Creek, in Campbell
county. The project cost $151,133.62.
Plans also are being developed for an extensive rural road
program to be instituted next
year from the gasoline tax increase voted by the 1948 General Assembly, the Governor revealed. He declared the highway
department's financial condition
at the time he assumed office
made it necessary that additional taxes be levied to finance an
expanded rural road program.
"Kentucky's goal is a system
of roads and bridges adequate
to its needs for many years t
come and to make its tourist attractions accessible to the traveling public," the Governor
said. "That goal is being sought
after mast earnestly by the State
administration. We hope by application of a few common sense
principles, to make strides in
that direction.
"Our roads and bridges stand
as welcome signs, not as barriers to traffic. We welcoma
their use. We expect not only to
make visitors welcome within
our midst but we want to make

Cayce-Yost has assembled for you the finest space heaters manufactured. They have
a heater for every fuel—

Warm Morning - - - Coal
Coleman
Oil
Coroaire
Gas
Prepare Now for Cold Weather . . .
Consult Cayce-Yost's heating experts
Now and solve your heating problems.

Aential Nominee
CAMPAIGN IS ON — Democratic VI,
Alben W. Barkley gets a kiss from an Illinois State Fair visitor
as he campaigns in Springfield, Ill. Alice Anderson (left), 17,
Evanston, Ill., does the kissing which sister Alva (right) waits
turn. (AR Wirephoto)
ether Kentuckians familiar with
our cherished assets. We have
at tract io n s unequalled any(By Mrs. T. A. Ladd)
where."
We are all well on this road
"The welfare of every section and are very grateful
for the
of Kentucky is interpendent new gravel, which
we needed
upon the welfare of the rest of badly.
the Commonwealth," he said.
Mrs. L. A. Ladd, who has
"Northern Kentucky, Eastern been
quite ill, is slowly imKentucky, Central Kentucky, proving.
Western and Southern KentucMr. and Mrs. Jessie French
ky all join hands for the proand children, Bill and Pat, of
motion of the common good of
Chicago, have returned to their
all.
home after a 10 days' visit to
"We do not propose to array
relatives here.
the citizens of one section
Mr. and Mrs. Den Nichols
against those of another but
and family and Miss Earlyn
rather to unite them into a team
French, of Harvey, Ill., spent
for the common good of all the
last week with Mr. and Mrs.
people of the Commonwealth."
Hugh Nichols.
The Governor also endorsed
Mr. and Mrs. Deamon Morris,
as essential the constitutional
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith,
amendment to raise the limit on
Mrs. Charles Skees and sons,
salaries tIre gttate can pay its
Charles Smith and Melvin, Mr.
officials and employes which is
Charles French, Willie French,
to be voted on next year, citing
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie French and
the fact that engineers are badchildren, Earlyn, Bill and Pat,
ly needed by the Highway Deand
Anna
Cathrine
Morris
partment to carry on a forwardwere recent guests at a potlooking road program.
luck dinher at the home of Mr.
"The State cannot undertake
and Mrs. Tilford Ladd.
huge program of rural road
Mrs. Euel French has returnbuilding without planning where
ed from a two weeks' visit to
the roads are going to be, the
her daughter, Mrs. Jack Land,
type of construction and other
in St. Louis, Mo. She was acfactors," he said. "This takes
companied home by Mr. and
time. 'The State's best engineerMrs. Land.
ing talent is studying the rural
Mrs. Howard Pickering is in
road problem. It is making plans
McCleary Clini c, Excelsior
to precede construction and
Springs, Mo., for treatment.
there will be full consultation
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd rebetween highway and local officials, .insuring that you will cently entertained with a weiner
get full value for what you pay I roast for their friends, Mr. and
and that ample opportunity will Mrs. Dan Nichols and children,
Betty and Danny, Harvey, Ill,
be given to get local views."
The Governor too said he Mrs. Rachel Wyatt and sons,
would not promise the impossi- Charles a nd Duane Friday
ble in the way of road improve- night at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. George Markoff called
ment, but expected to be guided by fundamental principles of on Mrs. L. A. Ladd one day
prudence and common sense, last week.
Billy Morse spent a few days
giving chief attention te roads
In Paducah last week with his
where the need is greatest.
aunt, Mrs. Dolph Tyrie and attended the Clyde Beatty Circus.
Vetern Pilot At 14
Evelyn
Ladd
and Alberta
Brussels — AP — Jacqueline Mayer spent a few. days in
Charpentier, of Charleville, Bel- Louisville shopping recently.
gium, claims at fourteen years of
Charles Ladd, who has been
age to be one of the youngest visiting his parents, Mr. and
airplant pilots in the world. She Mrs. T. A. Ladd, has returned
already has flown 102 hours, to Chicago. He was accompanied
made her first solo flight six back by Charles Murphy and
months ago. She would like to Carol Williamson, who expect
be a professional pilot like her to get employment there.
father but says with a sigh of
Little
Sue
and
Johnny
envy: "Ah, if only I could pilot Pickering
are
visiting their
a fighter plane-.that would be grandparents, while their mothe best of all."
ther, Mrs. Howard Pickering .is
in a hospital in Miissouri.
Since rice cannot be grown in
the cold uplands of Tibet, it is
Medals Go To Farmers
a duxury eaten only by the
Moscow — ,AP — Soviet colwealthy inhabitants.
lective farmers are getting a
lion's share of government medThe male emu does the hatch- als and awards this year.
Since
ing of the eggs.
the end of the war special decrees have been issued providing special recognition with the
nation's highest orders for farmers who attain high production
on collective farm fields. Now
the Sol/jet press daily announces
awards of the Order of Lenin,
the title Hero of Socialist Labor
and other awards which have
been granted to collective farmers for successes in last year's
harvest.

Sandlick Road

LOW-COST

—WE HAVE —
4 - 12 - 4

2 - 12 - 6

3- 9 - 6

0 - 14 - 7

Studebaker Cars and
— V. C. Fertilizers

YIELD
OUR

mos

Cedar liluff Homemakers held
thetr-ennuel picnic at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pool,
iropkinsville Road, August 19.
Games and contests entertained
the group, following supper.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron Cummins, Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Bates, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Williams, Mrs. Tula Goodwin, Mrs. Huel Nuckols, Mrs.
Andrew Ladd, Mr. and Mrs.
John Choice, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Bates, Mr. and Mrs. Tully
Choice, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Poole, Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Miss Peggy Bates, Miss Bobby
Jean Ladd, Miss Sue Poole,
Loyd Williams, Billy and Charles Ladd, Curtis Bates, Jackie
and Reta Gail Choice.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Tully
Choice Thursday, Sept. 9, at 2
o'clock.

18 Scholarships At U. K.
Offered To Ease
Shortage, Withers Says
the Kentucky Department of
Highways, Commissioner Garrett L. Withers announces. The
scholarships, valued at $500 each.
will be supplemented by summer employment within the department for the entire period
of the student's education.
'The plan is being advanced
to encourage young engineers
to become interested in the deMr. Withers said.
partment,'

daughters, Mary Ann and Sue,
Mrs. Rosa Newton, Mr. and Mrs.
D. D. Rogers, Miss Wilma Vandiver, Mrs. Dean Murphy and
daughters, Pew Jo and Mary
Lee, Miss Marylon Pepper, Miss
Fadnie Newsom, Miss Lilliam
Coleman, Master Plen Slane,
Roy Blanc P'Pool, Billie Hugh
Cobb Homemakers
Hart and Robert
Cobb Homemakers held their P'Pool, Charles
annual picnic at the home of Mr. White.
and Mrs. Jack P'Pool Friday
Otter Pond Homemakers
night, Aug. 20.
Otter Pond Homemakers, their
The group gathered on the
and friends met on the
families
lawn at 7 o'clock, played games
spacious lawn of Mr. and Mrs.
and then had a Weiner roast.
Wood Friday night,
Present were Mr. and Mrs. L. Claud B.
Aug. 20, for their annual picnic.
C. Blanc and children, Donnie
A large table was centered with
and Barbara Ann, Mrs. W. G.
marigolds and laden with foods
Shoulders and daughter, Marof all varieties.
jorie, Mrs. J. W. Dunn, Mr. and
Present were Messrs. and MesMrs. Clyde G. Wood, Mrs. Eddames Pete Jones, Jimmie Mitchward Boyd and children, Edell, Lee Mashburn, Charles Geiward Herman, Charlotte Rose ger, Kelly Martin, L. B. Sims,
and Virginia Ann, Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence Sims, Ray Martin, Jim
Luther Dorsey and son, Fred, Neal, Claud Wood, Jim HumphMr. and Mrs. Claude Wood, Sr., ries, Claud McConnell, W. P.
and son, Artice.
Crawford, Albert Hartigan, Guy
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wood, Shoulders; Messrs. Parker BrownJr., and son, David, Mrs. Jodie ing, George Denham, Edna LutNewsom, Mr. and Mrs. Earl trell, Collin Ladd.
Wood and children, Earl Edward
Misses Robbie Sims, Dorothy
and Joyce Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson, Beverly Martin, Irene
Percy Piercy and daughter, Lin- Mashburn, Derese Mitchell, Joyce
da, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Morris Ann and Betty Sue Denham, Janand children, Harold, Carol and ice Martin, Martha Sue Porter,
Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Cline Mur- Anna Neal, Sue Wadlington, Luphy, Misses Martha Jane and cille Pool, Alaska Ann and Mary
Faye Robertson, Mrs. Etta Tay- Jane Lisman, Evelyn Crawford,
lor, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Holloway Jackie Shoulders and Martha Ann
and daughter, Bonnie Jo, Mrs. Hartigan.
Elnora Adams, Mrs. Mary White,
Messrs. Tom Ferguson, Benny
Mr. and Mrs. Billy White, Mrs. Mashburn, Richard Sims, Bobby
Bernie Smith and daughter Martin, Earl Porter, J. W. Neal,
Shirley.
Ronnie Wilson, Jim Wood, JimMr. and Mrs. Otis Smiley and mie Ladd and Jack Wood.

"We have been unable to attract
enough graduates to enter our
field of engineering. The department's engineering problem)!
are increasing every day, and
we are rapidly approaching the
time when additional engineers
will be a necessity.
committee
"The scholarship
of the Univeresity will be asked
to select two students each from
the nine highway districts. The
selections will be made upon a
competitive ebasis, and students
will be classed as employes of
the department. The program
has been deeclared consistent
with the laws of the State by
Attorney
General
Assistant
Carl D. Perkins.
"Dean D. V. Terrell of the College of Engineering at the University and State Highway Engineer Dwight H. Bray have
been principals in working out
the details of the scholarships."
Interested graduates of acFrankfort—Eighteen scholarships will be offered selected
first-year engineering students at
the University of Kentucky by
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Stock of Merchandise
and are better equipped to furnish you WA
good line of Auto Parts and accessories, Bicy
and accessories, Electrical Appliances, Mechani
tools.

HAROLD (Sam) McCONNELL, Owner
ORVALL STRONG, Manager

It's so simple and easy to cook better meals, faster, on
new Model RK-60 or RK-70 Frigidaire Electric Ranges.
Many of the features are exclusive. The Cook Master
Clock Control keeps an "eye" on your oven meals,
cooks for you while you're away. Other value features
are: large Even-Heat Oven .. Waist-high, smokeless
type broiler ... (two broilers and two ovens In the
... all-porRK-70)
Thermizer Deep-Well Cooker.
celain colulnel with add-resisting porcelain cooking'
top ... full-width Storage Drawer, and many others
you should see. Mirro-Matic Pressure Cooker available for all models at extra cost of $00.00.

Exclusiv Rddiantube 5-Speed Cooking
Units. Every Frigidaire Electric Range has
fast, durable, self-cleaning Radlantube
Units. There's a cooking speed for every
need. They are fast and economical.

mobie iuggo

TE INCREASES

Apply FOUR-LEAF Powdered
Rock Phosphate on your clover
or alfalfa—or on fields to be
seeded to clover or alfalfa or
other legumes. FOUR-LEAF
won't burn or leach—and immediately 'increases the legume yield. And all the crops
following will feed on soil enriched by both phosphorus and
nitrogen—which means permanent soil improvement and.
bigger yields of all crops in
your rotation. Investigate this
low-cost
high-pay farming
method.

tt

whIValeywa

•large Even-Heat Oven
• Oven temperature control
• Oven signal lights
• Radiontube 5-Speed Cooking Units
•Thermizer Deep-Well,Cooker
• Full, 40-Inch cabinet
• Acid-resisting porcelain top
• Convenient appliance outlet

Frigidaire Model 55-40. Never before
has Frigidaire offered so many deluxe
features In a medium pric•d range
Including cook-Master Oven Clock Control . . . Automatic Time Signal
..
Smokeless type Broiler and Roosting Pan
Thermiter Deep Well Cooker ... and
many other time-tested features..

. . . an ountand
Frigidaire Modal
Over
ing value at tow price. Hat automatic
Con
Interior Light . .. Sirnpli-Matic Oven
trot . . . Cooking-Top lamp
"
,
Storage Drawer
. Therrniser NO
Oven, and man/
• • • Large Even Heat
Cook.
'
more. Model Itl(-10 (not shown) seis lOf
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Sees Profits In
Farm Fish Ponds
With meat prices sky-high', the
most profitable acre on the farm
could be a fish pond, thinks H. H.
Thompson of the College 'if Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, He said
an acre pond, properly made and
maintained, would produce 400 to
600 pounds of fish a year at small
cost.
Properly fertilized, an acre pond
will support 100 bass and 1,000 to
1,500
bluegills , according to
Thompson, w h o recommended
these species for Kentucky. But
fish, like livestock, should be fed
to be productive. They live largely on insects which grow in small
plants called algae.
Scattering fertilizer in ponds
stimulates the growth of algae
and hence feed for fish. About
800 to 1,200 pounds of fertilizer
a year is suggested for an acre
pond, using it at the rate of 100
to 150 pounds a week. Mixtures
recommended are 8-8-4, 10-10-5 or
20-20-10.

"The Complete Drug Store"

Everybody reads The Leader!
tie and grow top burley.
Big 'corn, barns for feeding
hundreds of steers and a 4,000-bird quail hatchery were seen at
the 700-acre Powers Emmick
farm in Hancock county.
At the George W. Thompson,
Jr., farm in Daviess county the
Meade farmers saw 80 acres of
ladino clover and redtop said to
be the best pasture in the county.
It was carrying nearly one dairy
cow to the acre.
An outstanding example of
practical farm dairying was seen
at the F. 0. Brown farm and a
registered Guernsey herd on test
at Beckham 0. Flynn's place, both
in Daviess county.
Knee-high lespedeza and grass
supporting a top Shorthorn herd
were seen at Gov. Earle C. Clements' farm in Union county.
County agents assisting on the
tour were Robert P. Granacher,
Meade; Kenneth Brabant, Breckinridge; Charles L. Goff, Hancock, and John E. McClure, Dayless.

Call Us For Prompt, Safe
LONG- DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE

STOPS HITCH-HIKE—Army Corporal Tony Furio is reunited
with his 25-year-old wife Marjorie and his 22-month-old son, Tony
Jr., at Old Orchard Beach, Me. Tony arrived by train after crossing the continent in a freight plane to talk his wife out of her plan
to span the continent with their son. Mrs. Furiox had started to
hitch hike to San Francisco last Friday, but stopped in Old Orchard
beach the first night with friends. (AP Wirephoto).

Architect Hired
For Roadsides

Family Lives Well
On Small Hill Farm
A 90-acre hill farm that has
provided more than a good living
for a family of five was seen by
325 farmers at the annual Green
county summer meeting. Mr. and
sirs. L. W. Shirley bought the

'Frankfort—John P. Shannon,
Covington landscape architect,
has been employed by the Kentucky Department of Highways
im- farm in 1924 for $800.
as engineer of roadside
In the meantime they have edprovement and erosion control,
of ucated three daughters, improved
Johnson, director
Forest
maintenance, said. Mr. Shannon the buildings and fences, terraced
will have direct supervision ov- and ditched the land and treated
er roadside improvement.
it with limestone, phosphate and
"A new policy and program manure.
which conforms with basic sugCounty Agent John H. Ewing,
gestions of the Garden Club of Jr., said the tobacco and corn
Kentucky will be inaugurated," looked like river-bottom crops.
"Emphasis Every hill was covered with alMr. Johnson said.
will be placed upon soil and falfa, bluegrass, orchard grass,
erosion control and expansion of clover or some other hay or Pasthe number of roadside parks. ture crop. All cultivated crops
The policy will confine the parks were on the contour.
to simple and serviceable facilihome'
ties attractive to both
2, 4-D Used On Corn
folks and tourists.
In Daviess county, where 2,4-D
Fes"Bluegrass and Kentucky
was used to kill weeds in about
cue 31 will be used where indi- 8,000 acres of corn, County Agent
John E. McClure observed damage which he did not see a year
ago. In one instance about 10 percent of the sprayed plants rolled
so tightly that the tassels could
not come out. The plants also
contained much smut. Some farm
ers told Mr. McClure that spraying with 2,4-D seemed to dwarf
corn.

Authorized Anent For

Clipper Weir Ze,red, are.

ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE

Two types of Internships will University of Michigan; Kentur- NicIii,k, IJIIIVS I oily
and
ky-Lexington
Louisville I vine.
be available:
(1) "Straight", for surgery,
other
general
medicine and
"straight" subjects and
(3) "Rotating" in which
interns study, under a rotating
schedule, surgery, general mediU. I. insurance still is availcine and other related subjects.
able to World War II veterans Arrangements will be made for
who served between October 8, affiliated training in other than
1940, and Sept. 2, 1945, despite VA hospitals for °batteries and
the fact they did not have this pediatrics.
type of insurance while in serVA hospitals which now have
vice, insurance officials of the residency training programs and
Veterans
Administration a n- the universities with which they
nounced.
are affiliated include: OhioAll that is necessary is com- Brecksville and
C le v e land
pletion of a, physical examina- (Crile), Western Reserve Univertion and payment of one month- sity; Chillicothe, Ohio State Unly premium. These veterans have iversity; Dayton, University of
HOPKINSVILLE
their choice of any ' of the six Cincinnati; Michigan-Dearborn,
permanent plans of insurance,' Wayne University; Ft. Custer
as well as the 5-year tei m plan.
Amount of insurance for which
veterans man apply ranges from
$1,000 to $10,000, in multiples
of $500.
Application for a free insurance medical examination may
be made at any VA facility
where a full-time physician is
employed. If more convenient,
the medical examination may be
made by any licensed physician
at the veteran's own expense.
• • •

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

cated in preventing erosion. Native plantings will be indicated
program. A
throughout the
is 'a
roadside
well-protected
well-protected road. Drainage
is most important in all maintenance operations."
formerly
Mr. Shannon was
connected with the department,
in 1947. He was engaged in engineering and recreational work
with the Tennessee Valley Authority. Prior to his TVA connection, he served with the Public Recreation Commission of
the City of Cincinnati. He obtained a degree in landscape architecture at the University of
Cincinnati.

IT'S ALWAYS PENNEY'S FOR SAVINGS!

A limited number of internships in Veteregis Administration hospitals will be offered
qualified medical graduates, VA
announces.
The internships will be limited
to the 75 VA hospitals now offering residency training programs in cooperation with h9
Class "A" medical schools over
the country. They will be further limited to those hospitals
which have bachelor quarters
available on the station grounds.
A survey is in progress to determine what housing is avail
able.

SWEATER
SAVINGS
AT PENNEY'S

You'll lik• this full size, full capacity
Horton washer with its double waU
tub; alumenum •gitator, and '1
motor. Styled smartly. Washes clothes
wond•thdly. A vury good buy at rla
very low price.

411:4‘.

NYLON Sweater
P.S. and rutin Horton
radon, can hare the
Kleenette, an exclusive Neutec feature.
deafly .5.011 rasher
"within the b I
wail,.,". 75, Kl..et, I. wenderfol tor
1.101 la•nettee•a
washes.

Priced PENNEY LOW!
Rely on Penney's to bring you this classic slipover in a wonderful
new fabric --at a wonderful low price! These Penney-priced nylon
sweaters are warm as toast, yet wash and dry like your hose. They hold their
shape, even after many washings, and wear like iron!'3440,

MISSES' BOXY CARDIGANS
More proof that 11. PAYS TO SHOP AT PENNEY'S. Pretty
wool sweaters with crew necks, long sleeves. 34-40

all

GIRLS' CARDIGAN SWEATERS
Lovely all wool boxy cardigans. Penney priced to fit
clothes allowance. In 9 clear shades. Buy several. 8-16

her

LITTLE GIRLS' CARDIGANS

faster, on
c Ranges.
•S-Master
n weak,
features
smokeless
ns In the

A Penney-priced all wisil sweater with dainty designs knitted
into the front. Long sleeves, tuition fronts. Sizes. 4-8. ......

YOUNG MEN'S WOOL SWEATERS
Your choice of the popular cable stitch in solid colors or series
stripes in five combinations. 36-46.

JRS. ALL-WOOL SWEATERS

ny others
er avail-

We had the family budget in mind when we picked out this
sweater as a beat seller! Colorful stripes. 4-10

BOYS' ALL-WOOL SWEATERS
Another Penney value! Bold guardsman stripes in five bright
color combinations. Ideal for school. 8-16

BOYS' REINDEER SWEATERS
An all-wool sweater modeled after thine worn by
skiers! Reindeer-and-tree design. 10-16

you can see the revolutionary NEW '49
Ford. It's at our showrooms right now, and
you'll see it has the "look of the year"! The
inside will thrill you, tool Lots wider seats! Big
"Picture Windows" all round. 19 cubic feet of
usable luggage space. Two new engines . ..
Y-8 and Six. Up to 10% greater gas economy.
New Overdrive, optional at extra cost. 59%
more rigid "Lifeguard" Body. New "HydraCoil" Front Springs. New "Mid Ship" Ride.
Come in and see the new Ford right now. We
Wont to show you why it's "The Car of the Year."

At lost

PENNEY'S MONTH END SPECIALS
$1.00
$2.19
$1.00
$2.98
SANDALS

Pr

(OMEN'S WASH DRESSES
Ask for ii tither way ... both
tradt markt mean Me tams thing.
1101T09 UNDO! AVPIOGRY Of The COCA-CC1A COMPANY BY
HOPKINSVILLIE

•

COCA-COLA

BOTTLING COMPANY
0194f,Th. Coco Ca. Cempfort

(EN'S & BOYS'HOUSE SLIPPERS.
'DRESS PANTS

.

.

.

Pr
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Deaths Funerals
Mrs. J. F. McClure
Funeral services for Mrs. J. F.
McClure, 86, who died . Monday
night at her home near Fredonia, were held Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at Dycusburg
Baptist church.
'Mrs. McClure had been ill
seven months. She was a member of the Dycusburg church.
Survivors include
seven
daughters, Mrs. Willer Etter,
Pdauach; Mrs. Duke Brinkley
and Mrs. Travis Woosley La
Port; Ind.; Mrs. pat Noveell,
Central City, and Mrs. Jennie
Nall, Mrs. Lynn Hodge and
Mrs. Grace Rigney, all of Dycusburg, and two sons, M. L. McClure, Paducah, and W. H. McClure, Dycusburg.
Burial was in Dycusburg cemetery.

Elizabeth Jane Mason, 67, who
died at the home of her SOTI,
Homer Mason, Star Route 3,
Sunday, Aug. 22, were held at
Morgati's Funeral Home Monday afternoon with the Rev.1
David W. Schulherr in charge,
assisted by the Rev. Torn W.
Collins.
Her son is the only survivor
A daughter of the late Christian G. Reichard and Matilda
Henthorne, Mrs. Mason was
born in Ohio.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

The normal temperature of
most birds is between 104 and
Mrs. 108 degrees.

Funeral

services

for

When You Buy
INSURANCE
Buy The Best
All companies represented have
A-1 Rating.
PLAY SAFE - - - CALL US

John E.Young Ins.Agency
Tel. 25

Princeton, Ky.

NOW
IS THE TIME
TO PAINT
s_s•

.
S JOWIN - WIN°
PRODUCTS

NOWFAMOUSSWP HOUSE PAINT
BRINGS YOUR HOME

FOR SALE!
$1,250

at:as
'
7"dlitatutivisawassarasearstae
SATCHEL PAYS OFF — Satchel Paige (center) fabiii.e
hurler of the Cleveland Indians, hands over a $500 check to Carl
Goerz of Cleveland after Goerz furnished proof that Paige played pro baseball before 1927. Tribe president Bill Veeck (left)
looks on. Paige made the offer three weeks ago. Boerz found
Satchel's name in a box score in the Memphis Commercial Appeal of May 17, 1926. (AP Wirephoto)

Al The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Vacation ended for the pastor
Monday an all services of the
church have been resumed. The
program of Christian education
will begin promptly at 9:45
O'clock Sunday morning. The
pastor will, bring the morning
message and this church will
be host to the Methodists and
Presbyterians at Union Communion service at the evening
hour. Regular meetings for
young people have been conducted as usual by the president of CYF, Miss Dorla Dean
Stallins. These youths
will
meet at 6:30 o'clock Sunday
night.
We cordially welcome all who
N'risit in our midst at any of the
services. We strive to make all
who come feel at home.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
Church School 9:45 A. M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A. M.
Youth Fellowship 6 P. M.

Murray College
To Train Nurses
Murray State College has announced the opening of a 3-year
training program for nurses.
The plan provides for three
semesters of systematic college
work and the remainder of the
time in clinical instruction and
experience in the associated hospitals. Upon satisfactory completion of the 36 months program, the student will be grant
ed a diploma and will be eligible
to take the State Board Examination and become a registered
nurse.
The program at Murray State
is to be operated in association
with the T. J. Samson Community Hospital, Glasgow Riverside
Hospital, Paducah, the Jennie
Stuart Memorial Hospital, Hopkinsville, and other hospitals as
they are'approved by the American College of Surgeons. Opportunity for nurses' training is
being made available to young
women who are graduates of accredited high schools and who
desire to prepare for the profession, Dr. Ralph Woods, Murray College president, said.
Students interested in entering this program should make
application immediately to the
registrar of Murray State College, or contact the administrator in the nearest associated
hospital. Students will be expected to enroll at Murray State
College September 16.

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 11.1X1.
Young People's service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Pearl oysters may live from 12
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
to 15 years.
BARBEE MEMORIAL
10:45 Morning Worship
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
J. P. Bright, Pastor
7:30 Evening Worship
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R. FIRST BAPTIST
C. Ethridge, Supt.
H. G M. Hatter, Pastor.
Midweek Worship, Wednes9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
day. 7 p.m.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
p.m
LEBANON BAPTIST
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
David W. Schulherr, minister
Services held every second
You will find a welcome at all Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
services.
and Sunday morning at 11
9:45 Sunday School
o'clock.

•

Plenty of Rich
Creamy
Goodness
. . . in every spoonful
of our delicious ice cream
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By David Taylor Marke
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the cafeteria, in the school halls. production.
New York—If you are a typic- Every other week the teacher
al parent you will be concern- meets for two hours with 12
ed the first time your youngster
other teachers in the program.
goes off to kindergarten. And
teacher presents her inforEach
you will probably go with him
about her particular
mation
in the beginning on the aschild to the others. The whole
sumption that he'd feel better
group then tries to figure out
if you were there. Perhaps
the child.
you're right, but kindergarten
After three years, each teacher
teachers oftentimes wish that
/
2 Mi, N. W. of
25 Acre Tract, 31
finds
it easier to figure all her
Princeton
parents would stay away from
know what
She
will
children.
the school for a period long
Black-Top Road.
about
her
needs
to
get
data
she
enough for the children to get
"problem" children and how to
adjusted to new ways and new
get the information. Her close
routines of going to school.
a few individual chilHowever, reports the maga- study of
make her a better
dren
should
zine Progressive Education, the
teacher for hundreds of children
Public Schools at Hinsdale, Ill.,
her career, says
recognizing the impossibility of for the rest of
Prescott. Never again, he bekeeping parents away, have Dr.
Also Nice 4-Room Dwelling in Shirt
will the teacher label the
Fact
evolved a plan in which parents lieves,
child
and aggressive
come to school to help rather rebellious
Addition.
withdrawn and daythan to sit on the sidelines to "bad", the
dreaming child "lazy". She will
watch. At the beginning of the
try to unschool year a questionnaire is look for causes and
sent to the parents to determine derstand and help, he says.
Should a child who sirnply
if they are qualified to help with
music, art, dramatics, or in oth- doesn't have the mental capacity
today's school curer activities.. One parent at a to deal with
One, 11-room Apartment Near Emtside Schooi,
time then cdmes to school to riculum be forced to do so? asks
contribute to the work at hand. Teacher Mary Kerr in The JourAppointments are made by nal of Education. All over the
telephone or by written notes country, says Miss Kerr, there
inviting the parents to partici- are, hundreds of children who
pate in the program. Sometimes &its not fit into the standard
two or more parents help days pattern of school work; yet they
when programs are presented or are forced to stay at studies for
when they are needed to present which they aren't fitted. Far
the material. After one day's from being helped by such exparticipation, most parents vol- perience, they are being harmed,
Insurance and Real Estate
unteer their services for the fut- she says. It's no disgrace that
ure, says Progressive Education. these children can't do the work,
Main St.
Phone
Through the planned appoint- says Miss Kerr. There are plenment, the children are informed ty of people in the world who
of their guests and participate can't get book learning who can
enthusiastically in the activities, do a lot of other things well.
These children are simply being
the magazine says.
During the first six weeks of nagged into a sense of inferioriits use, it is reported, more than ty. They are frustrated and beatone-third of the mothers took en down in spirit, she says.
•
part in the program. The dads,
Buy your needs NOW. DOZENS OF ITEMS Priced
Primitive man used stones as
particularly airline pilots, were
looking forward to adding their ornaments, munitions, tools, curto Save You Money. Check items below closely—
share to the program. Before rency, household equipment, and
and be convinced that it pays to Shop Federated
year is out, between 75 and 90 some of his objects ot worships.
First.
percent of the parents will have
contributed to the work of creating the course of study of the
kindergarten.
Another interesting experiment,
Sanforized. Sizes 2 to 16
••••••in cooperation is reported by Dr.
Daniel A. Prescott, director of
the Institute of Child Study of
the University jf Marlland.
Writing Li the West Virginia
School Journal, Dr. Prescott des8 oz. sanforized, full cut
cribes the work of more than
BETTER HAVE
6,000 teachers the country over
in bringing about better understanding between' pupil and
teacher.
The time to get insurance
Each teacher who volunteers
Combed Cotton Yarns — Small-med.-large.
for the program is told to select is before an accident
a child in whom she is interest- happens. Are you comed. She is told to gather all the
information about her child that pletely covered?
seems important; from school
records, other teachers, visits to
the child's home, her own obShorts have all elastic band top
servations of the child. She sees
Agent
how the child lives, the neighborhood in which he is being
Phone 81
brought up, the manner in which

Parents Help Teachers

Miss Anna Louise Loftus and
Miss Katherine Keen, occupational therapists at Thayer Veterans
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., spent
last week-end with Miss Loftus'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Loftus, Sr., and family, Washington street.

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Mason

A complete selection of

$3,050

$12,600

C. A. WOODALL

BACK TO SCHOOL
No. 1
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Sime44
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luscious ice cream
sherbet today.

C

and

wonderful

Best buy in home protection, for over 80 years;;that's
Sherwin-Williams SWP House Paint! America's favorite,
SWP now brings you a great big extra bonus —braoity that
lasts aft,!!year longer than before!
In its whiter, brighter whites—or in its cleaner, more
beautiful colors—SWP now gives your home a new,
"freshly-painted" look that stays on and on!

Mark Cunningham

No. 2

Maria

-Smith

and Mrs. Leland
the marriage
r, Christine,
son of Mr. and
Princeton. T
remony was con
E. Hughes Satu
in his study
'e Baptist Chur
c of Betty Br'
sung, Irene Smi
urn, Mr. and
5. Bycus•
Smith is a grad u
h school and e
te Finance Cor
e her services
.v, in Louisville
Smith is also a
High School, a
aptly, in Dalla
iiplete his stud

The Sam
Be Kind To
Make Them
Be A Pal To

Boys' Knit Shirts & Shorts

No.4 Men's Knit Shorts & Shirts

No. 5

Children's Crew Socks

Heavy rib knit in colors or ‘a tut.,

33c pr.

Efficient Money-Saving

IRON FIREMAN
Coal Heating

No.6 Boys'Fancy Pullover Sweaters
50 percent wool, 50 percent Rayon for hard sear

$3.29
No. 7

Misses All Wool Pullover
Sweaters
In fall colors. Sizes Ft to 16

1

COAL-FLOW
STOKIR

Fully automatic, this
model feeds coal direct
from bin to furnace.
No hopper to fill. No
coal shoveling.

HOPPIR STOKER

AUTOMATIC
FURNAC1

Economical stoker
turns hand-fired furnaces and boilers into
automatic home heating units.

Ibis unit warms,
cleans, humidifies and
circulates the air.
Built-in Iron Fireman
Coal-Flow stoker.

QUICK CONVERTIBILITY

$2.69
No. 8 Misses' All Wool Cardigan
Sweaters
8 to 16 in blues, reds and green.

$2.98
No.9 Misses 80 Square Print Dresses
Fast color — Soft finish, fine qualit,.

$1.98 & $2.49
No. 10

TRIPLE SHIFT
WARM AIR FURNACI

taste
Built-in Coal-Flow
stoker fires this automatic steam or hot
water boiler.

For convertible automatic heating,
pick an Iron Fireman "Coal or Oil"
furnace or boiler, Both are easily
convertible from one fuel to the
other simply by replacing the burner
unit. If, however, you are not yet
ready for automatic heating, install
the hand-fired "Triple-Shift" furnare. Later on, you can "go automatic" by adding the Iron Fireman
burner you prefer.
CUP AND RAIL OP MINIONE

Eldred Hardware Co.

B. N. LUSBY CO.

On

your way home tonight, take home a
pint of our ice cream for an extra-tempt-

Authorized Dealer
E. Main St.

Phone RR

ing, surprise dessert.

Please give me further information on Iron Fireman coal heating equipment.

PRINCETON CREAMERY

Name
Address
City and State

$1.98
No. 11

SS RUDY POR ANY MIL

Men's Headlight Overall
Pants
8 oz. sanforized, sizes 2.8 to 40

This fuel-saving hand-fired Iron
Fireman coal furnace may be converted later to automatic coal, oil
or gas firing.

AUTOMATIC BOILER

PHONE NI

tike hearts of t

Boys' Bib Overalls

47c ea.

HOUSE PAINT
SWP
Now better than ever before!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

wider I
a ppears on
nA theven

47c ea.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

0‘,140,
a

it
needs all of
passe:
onlY
the
a
when ahead

$1.69 pr.

No. 3

and

•

and
the curve

$1.79 pr.

A cool

thrill.

Is narrow,

Boys'8 oz. Overall Pants

Try some of our

,
'nbtwIN W110
. PRODUCTS

Dorot

i4t4eet4oce

flavors to please every-

kilill.1.
"
1

Phone 321

August

Thin slIr

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Children's Star Brand
School Oxfords
Sizes 8, 2 to 3

$3.98
No. 12 Children's Poll Parrot Shoes
And Oxfords 81,to 3

$3.98 to $4.98
STAR BRAND SHOES ARE BETTER
We have a complete line for men, women and
children.

Mrs. Ree 1. Eneelhardt, Owner
W.(.
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

w ont] lir

ill Be Located
days. Pianos
11 you want

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Toll Bridges Pay

Lester - Royce
toa

na• raw', Wooded,

ise curve and on the
b all of it, when I
ally passer-by.
;1 ahead along the
load,
is even wider
appears on rock or
the hearts of those who
Marian Gleason

s. Leland Dycus anmarriage of their
iiristine, to 'Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin
..'eton. The double
-v was conducted by
ighes Saturday, Augas study at Maple
,ast Church in the
Betty Bridges, LeoIrene Smith, Mildred
'Jr and Mrs. Smith
Us.
is a graduate of But]ool and employed by
!:lance Corp. She will
her services for that
a in Louisville.
• a is aLso a graduate of
a School, a school of
a in Dallas, Tex., and
'e his studies in tele-

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lester,
Washington street, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Martha Jane, to Mr. Marshall
Morgan Royce, son of Mrs. Ruth
of Louisville.
Miss Lester is a graduate of
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
where she was a member of Pi
Beta Phi sorority.
Mr. Royce is a senior at Vanderbilt, where he is a member
of Kappa Alpha fraternity.
The wedding will take placl'
at 'the First Baptist Church
September 6.

Miscellaneous Shower
Honoring Mrs. Robert Yates
Jr., a recent bride, Mrs. Murrell
Goheen and Mrs. Russell Yates
entertained with a miscellaneous shower Friday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. R. L. Yates,
Sr., Fredonia.
Present and sending
gifts
were Mrs. Charles Baker, Mrs
T. R. Akridge, Mrs. Sammie
Cox, Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mrs. W. S.
Goheen, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Crider, Mrs. Dave Perkins,
Mrs. Minus Cox, Mrs. Reed
vision at Louisville in the near
future. He is employed by a publishing company there.
They are making their home at
1357 So. Second street, Louisville.

Be Kind To Them
Make Them Smile
Be A Pal To Them

sticking piano keys . . .
Pianos Tuned, Rust Removed, Cleaned, Cleaned Ivory Replaced, Old
Ivory

Recleaned

and

Rewhitened.

ill Be Located In Eddyville, behind the bank for the next
days. Pianos tuned and rebuilt . . . Prices Reasonable.
lf sou ssint real service drop us a card at Eddyville.

Frankfort — AP — Only one
toll bridge built or purchased by
Kentucky in the last 17 years
still charges tolls. The lone state•
awned toll charging bridge Is
the "Central Bridge" over the
Ohio River between Newport,
and Cincinnati Ohio. Kentucky
acquired it within the last year
by means of a $1,000,000,000 bond
issue.
The State Highway Department reported $17,280,000 in rev enue bonds to finance the intrastate program all have been paid
off by toll collections. The last
span lying wholly within the
state became toll free July 31
at Rockport. There are 80 Pr'
vately owned toll bridges in
the state.

Mr. and Mrs. William Pickering and daughter, Poppy, are in
Interlochen, Mich., this week to
accompany Miss Joanne Pickering home after spending the
summer at Interlochen Music
Camp.
• • •
Brown, Mrs. Doc Baker, Mrs.
Miss Mary Tandy Lacy and
Cecil Brasher, Miss Dorothy
Brasher, Mrs. Roy Ashby, Miss Mary Henry Duncan, qf Hopkinsville, were guests of Miss
Imogene Wigginton, Mrs. Clif- Dorothy
Ann Wood here Tuesford White, Mrs. Byrd Guess, day.
• • •
Mrs. Veldin fandell, Mrs. V. E.
Coleman.
Mesdames Rumsey Taylor and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, Mrs. F. T. Linton and Bob and Fred
FriT. A. Vinson, Mrs. George Taylor were in Nashville Tayday, where they met Nancy
Johnson, Mrs. C. T. Henson, lor, who spent the summer in
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mrs. Middlesboro.
• • •
Noble Paris, Mrs. W. B. Conway,
Peggy and Ken Barnes have
Mrs. Jim Blackburn, Mrs. L. T.
Pewee
Wadlington, Mrs. Mary Joe returneed home from
Valley, where they spent twc
Butts, Mrs. Adrian naught, Mrs. weeks with their grandmother,
Instant coffee is excellent
J. L. Yancey, Mrs. Pat Rust, Mrs. Walter Briggs.
used to flavor a mocha filling
Mrs. Sam Howerton, MrS_ John M.J
and frosting for cream puffs or
• • •
F. Rice, Mrs. Ray Blackburn,
eclairs.
Gene Young, Albuquerque,' N.
Mrs Bill King, Mrs. George Mil- M., is visiting his father, R. E. BEAUTY QUEEN CROWNED
toy, Mrs. Kelly Landes, Mrs. W. Young, and Mrs. Young and his —Betty Jane Bruce (right),
Mrs. Henrietta 19, of Bridgeport, Pa., is
M. Young, Mrs. F. E. Jones, grandmother,
Mrs. E. W. Quertermous, Mr. and Young. He expects to reenlist in crowned Miss Greater PhilaCorps.
Air
Army
Mrs. J. T. Dorroh, Mrs. L. B. the
• • •
delphia, in finals of a beauty
Young, Mrs. Bill Smith.
Miss Beverley Martin, Wash- contest. Miss Bruce will comMiss Dorothy Parr, Mrs. Lois ington, D. C., is visiting her fa- pete for the title of Miss
Baker, Mrs. Talley Baker, Mrs. ther, K. L. Martin, and Mrs. Mar- America in the beauty pageant
street, and sisClifford Baker, Mrs. Charles tin, N. HarrisonJaggers
and fam- at Atlantic City, New Jersey,
ter, /Ars. C. H.
Quertermous, Mrs. Walton ily, Hopkinsville street.
next month. (AP Wirephoto)
• • •
Woodall, Mrs. James Dale, Mrs.
Mrs. Marvin Lewis, of Deand
W. W. Gillihan, Mrs. Charles
Fralicic
Melvin
Mr. and Mrs.
Brockmeyer, Jr., Mrs. Margaret and son, Jerry, have returned troit, spent several days recently with their parents, Mr. and
Zuermuehlen, and Mrs. Wilford from a week's vacation to Gary,
Ind., and Chicago. Ill. While in Mrs. Glover Lewis, Madisonville
Baker.
the
street.
attendecd
they
Chicago,
• • i•
were served Railroad Fair and Horace Heidt
Refreshments
radio show. They were accom- ‘" Mrs. Euell Sweeney spent last
during the afternoon.
panied home by !Ors. Fralick's week visiting in Detroit, Mich.,
sister, Mrs. A. J. Smith, :rd lit- and Canada.
• • •
The Leader Congratulates tle son, A. J., Jr., of Gary, who
Mr. and Mrs. James D a I e, are visiting them at their home L"-Mrs. Christine Cravens returned home last week after a
Fredonia, on the brith of 'a on Dawson Road.
• • •
• three weeks' visit in Detr sit and
daughter, Linda Marleen, Augreturned
Miss Nancy Taylor
Canada.
ust 22, at Crittenden County Friday from
• • •
iddlesboro, where
Hospital, Marion. Mr. Dale is
Miss Mildred Shirley Ulmer,
an employe of Young's Hdwe.
who was recently graduated
She returned via plane from from the University of MississipCo.
Nanshville,
o
t
Chattanooga
pi. Oxford, is spending this week
• • •
Tenn.
with her grandmother, Mrs. H.
• • .•
Mr. and Mrs. James Willie
E. Eblen, W. Main street, enroute
Rumsey Taylor was a busi- to her home in Kansas City, Mo.
Morris, Princeton, on the birth
of a daughter, Sharon Gayla, ness visitor in Birmingham, Ala., Taylor Stephens, of Louisville,
last week-end.
is also spending the week with
August 19.
• • •
his grandmother, Mrs. Eblen.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols
Mr. and Mrs. Felix McIntosh, spent Sunday and Monday in
Beet cups make an attractive
Cobb, Route 1, on the birth of a Mayfield aes guests of her cou- addition to a summer salad
Rhodes, and
Frank
Mrs.
sin,
son. He has been named Robert family.
t-late. To prepare them, cut
• • •
Earl.
slice from the bottom of each
• • •
Mrs. James H. Williams, St, beet so it will stand straight.
Mr. and Mrs. Larnie J. C. Louis, Mo., is the guest of her
Then scoop out center from the
Duncan, Fredonia, on the birth sister, Mrs. Sallie Powell Cattop to make a hollow. Fill holof a daughter, Deborah Laverne, lett, and brother, Luke Powell,
low with finely diced celery
Washington street.
August 18.
• • •
mixed with cooked green peas,
Aabrey Childress, Louisville, salad dressing and seasonings.
spent last week-end with his mother, Mrs. W. W. Childress,
Eagle street.
Mr. Audrey P'Pool spent the
• •
week-end with home folk.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Downing
Mr. W. H. Franklin and family left Tuesday for Williamsburg,
spent Sunday in Crittenden Va., where he will attend
school and serve as assistant
county.
football coach at William and
Capps
Jim
Powell
and
Monroe
Mary College.
• • •
Friday.
community
were in this
the
attended
Mrs. Dexter Sisk
Miss Mary Neal Sisk, New
graveyard cleaning at Piney York City, will arrive this weekend for a visit to her grandmoGrove Friday.
W. C. Waggoner, S.
Mrs. Anna Rollins spent Satur- ther, Mrs. street.
Miss Sisk was
Seminary
day with Mrs. Eugene Rollins, recently graduated from Smith
of Princeton
College, Northampton, Mass.
• • •
Mrs. Lena Loyd has been visitJoel Dobbins, student at Uniing Miss Lola Veal.
of Indiana, BloomingMiss Amarlyis Rollins spent versity
ton, will arrive this week-end to
Princeton.
Sunday in
visit his mother, Mrs. Emery
Dobbins, and other relatives.
• • •
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jagger.
attended the wedding of his
brother, Joe Paul Jaggers, and
Crider
Miss Beverley Goodwin at Ft.
Crider Homemakers met at Thomas Tuesday. Mr. Jaggers is
the home of Mrs. Arlie Vinson a student at the School of Denof Louisville.
Wednesday, Aug. 18, for their istry, University
• • •
annual picnic.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. ThompAt noon lunch was served on son and son, J. F., New Albany,
games,
by
followed
the lawn,
Ind., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
led by Miss Wilma Vandiver. Howard E. Day, Hopkinsville
.
this weell.
street,
Present were Mesdames 1-jugh
•
Yates, V. E. Coleman, J. B. HewEdward and Karl Brown, Delett, J. C. Myers, Harlan Ennis, troit, Mich., spent last week-end
Ralph Griffin, Clifton Cliff, Ai- with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
lie Vinson, Charles Wilson, W. E. R. Brown, W. Main street
by Miss
W. Glenn, Aggie Coleman, Lu- They were accompanied
Ann Flucker, also of Detroit.
ther Barnes and Will Dunn;
• • •
Miss Wilma Vandiver and sevMrs. Herman Hunter and children, Toni and Jackie, and Mr.
eral children.

Attending this meeting from Alvin Llsanby, Mrs. W. 0. Newaldwell county were Mrs. Ray sons, and Miss Wilma Vandiver,
artin, Mrs. tiugh Yates, Mrs. home agent.

2-Hour Service on small radios - all .makes of
radios - phonographs and P. A. systems repaired
Our guarantee backed by 15 years of dependable service.
Located on E. Main St., near VFW Post.
Open 'til 8 P. M. daily except Sunday.
We buy, sell or trade.

Try Leader Classified Ads — They get results!

Homogenized

GRADE A
Pasteurized

MILK

is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains

Dawson Road

Homemakers News

Children's Shoes
that really wear

...for the heydays and gay days of
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING GIRL!
The smooth-as-butter dress with
its cutaway jacket is a perfect
day-in-town costume...alone,
it goes on to dinner and dancing.
All wool in junior sizes 9 to 15.

...mad about, to gad about!
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING GIRL
will take this one-piece dress
to her wardrobe at first glance,
loving its merry-go-round skirt
and bootlace closings.
The wool-and-rayon plaid,
CAROLE KING'S alone.
Junior sizes 9 to 15.

$19.95

$14.95

TOP 0' DAY

goes to your head with the
sheer genius of 'a Gage masterpiece...
and secret wonder of it all is
a pi ice so moderate that no one

Sleek and smooth, a two-piece
dress that will sail through fall
and on into winter as a favorite
daytime costume with
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING GIRL.
The fabric design, CAROLE KING'S
alone. Velveteen jacket and
wool-and-rayon plaid skirt in
junior sizes 9 to 15.

$16.95
other Carole King Juniors from £12.95

but you will ever know
Other Styles from
Gage Juniors from 53

Sam Howertons

FILEETLINE

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
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nottee workers and others in
your community , for their en- bilawcukt1-1.1isn
thusiastic efforts In Mr. Chapoarlidtier-t-ht-oreswwati111:1:.
man's behalf and our gratitude
A penguin's
diet
to the voters who supported him amnodat reunat arecelya
,f ali mai
in the election.
•
hunting
doves
season
on
The
Ain. of the Leader:
By Dorothy Roe
fundamentally practical, t ha t
Sincerely yours,
ing.
vl
In Kentucky will open SeptemThe college girl's favorite all- they want good, conservative,
Please accept t.h a sincere
Euward F. Seiner,
ber sl and continue through Ococcasion outfit is still a sweater long-wearing basic clothes which
hanks of Mr. Virgil Chapman
Sliced
addelip
clianaiesntaudsdtiu
titain,
tober 30, both dates inclusive,
The pigeon is the only bird are
and skirt, her tastes are far they can spice with light-hearted
nd all of us at his State Headfederal
drinks
that
by
according
to
suction. All other slaw; moisten
regulations uarters
more conservation than those of accessories.
With
for the fair and objecbirds take the water into their dressing.
recently released by the U. S
her mother, and she demands
The backbone of every colive manner in which you hunlege wardrobe, north or south,
her money's worth.
Fish and Wildlife Service. The
ted the Chapman political news
These facts were gleaned at east or west, is the good tailored
bag limit was set at 10 a day, nd publicity in your newspaper
a recent "convention" of stu- suit, which can be dressed up or
the same as last year, with the uring the recent primary elecdents from colleges ill all sec- down according to the occasion,
possession limit the same. Daily ion campaign.
tions of the country, who sat as worn with sweaters or dressy
Through the medium of your
shooting hours are from noon
judges at a New York fashion blouses, transformed by switchaper I wish to express our very
until sunset.
glow and chose their favorite ing jackets. The average college
Other hunting seasons for wa- seat appreciation to the corngirl spends from $45 to $60 for
outfits.
terfowl
and coot, both dates in
this
suit, a poll of more than 100
The votes of the girl "deleelusive as announced by the sergates" showed that they are colleges showed, and she demands
vice, follow: Geece. December
that it be well-styled, long wear10-January 8; ducke, December
ing and made ,of the best pos!O-January 8; coot, December 10sible material.
In
The Kentucky Renderiny Works
'aural'', 8; sore, September 1Another "must" in the college
will pi
letober 30; rails and gaulinules.
clothes lineup is a black date
up your dead stock promptly, free of chary
3eptember 1-Octobei 30. There is
dress, with taffeta the preferred
fabric this year.
no open season on woodcock and
and on sanitary trucks which are
Add to these two basic resnipe this year.
Good QUALITY
disinfette
quirements a stock of assorted
Bag limits are as follows:
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Cal
sweaters and skirts, a casual wool END OF PICNIC — Fireman Richard Reidling
sora,
15;
coot,
aucks,
4;
leese,
4,
carries the lifeGood WORKMANSHIP
dress, a supply of jeans and flan- less body of three-year-old Marilyn Beck
from the Scioto 20, and rails and gallinules, 20.
nel shorts or pedal pushers, a River in Columbus, Ohio, after the automobile
We pay all phone charges.
of her mother Possession limit on all the adove,
Good VALUE in
stock of men's shirts, and the and father rah from a picnic ground into the
stream. The par- except doves, coot and geese, will
average collegienne is all set ents, Mr. and Mrs. Burl F. Beck, also were
Good TASTE
trapped in the car be double the daily limit, but
for the year's events.
this bag limit does not apply
and drowned. (AP Wirephoto)
See or Write
In addition to these daytime
until after the first day of the
best
customer
of the nation's
clothes, most girls require at
regular hunting season.
least one evening dress, depend- college shops is the freshman,
The daily hunting hours for
ing upon the formality of her who usually buys a basic college
Box 534
Princeton, Ky.
ducks, geese, coot, brant, rails
Phone 698-3
W. Main St. college and the amount of so- wardrobe at the outset, and then
and gallinules shall be from onecial activity it offers.
half hour before sunrise to one
wears
it
for
four
years,
with
The poll also showed that the
Lexington, (Special)— Victor hour before sunset, the anminor additions. Freshmen, it
Hammer, former professor of nouncement stated and all huntwas learned, average from $300
the Academy of Fine Arts in ing hours in Kentucky will be
to $400 for their first college Vienna,
Austria, has been nam- on Central Standard Time. Oli
clothes budget, while upperclass- ed Artist in Residence at Tran- the first day of the hunting seamen usually hold their yearly sylania College, it was announc- son, it was pointed out, these
Registration Books in the County Court Clerk's Office are •
clothes-spending to about $100. ed yesterday by Dr. Raymond species shall not be hunted prior
open. All voters are urged to check with the registration
Collcge girls attending the F. McLain, Transylvania presi- to 12 o'clock noon.
.ecords
Regulations provide that not
"convention" also revealed that dent.
in the County Clerk's office to ascertain whether or not
they
are
than
more
duck
wood
one
be inmany girls prefer to wait until
Scupltor, portrait painter, type
legally qualified to vote in the General Election to be held Novem,ey arrive at the college of their and architectural designer, Ham- cluded in bag or possession limits. The daily bag limit fo
ber 2nd, 1948.
choice before stocking up on mer has been in the
United
American and red-breasted Merclothes. They want to see what States since 1939 when he
left
gansers is 25 with no possession
the other girls are wearing and Austria. Since that time he
has
limit except on the first day
he sure to make no mistakes. For been professor of
art at Wells
of the season.
ms reason, college buying con- College, Aurora,
All persons who are 21 years of age or will become 21 years
N. Y., where
The regulations do not authof
noes well into the fall.
he founded the Wells College
cage
on or before November 2, 1948, and have not previously
orise the taking of waterfowl by
Most girls, it was learned, feel Press.
'hat they need only a few dressy
registered.
At Transylvania, the artist in- means of bait or with the aid of
live duck or geese decoys.
thes, and plan to spend the tends to continue work in
printThe regulation which prohiboulk of their budget on casual ing which he began
All persons who have previously registered and have moved
in 1926. In
into
and tailored things.
that year he established a private its the use of automatic-loading
another
precinct should register in the precinct in which they now
repeating
or
shotguns capable
Women's colleges con f ine press called Stamperia del
Sanlive.
of holding more than three
their dressing-up to weekends for tuccio near Florence,
Italy. He
shells still continues in effect. A
the most part, with the usual cut his own punches
and cast
Registration Books will remain open thru September 3, 1948, and
new amendment this year, howcampus outfit consisting of blue his own type and has
printed
ever, provides that the plug in
jeans, slacks or shorts worn with a number of books which
All persons who have previously registered and have
now
changed
such a shotgun must be in capshirts or sweaters. In some are collectors' items.
their
name by marriage.
Phone 611
able
being
of
schools jeans or slacks are not
removed without
Invited to return to the Acadisassembling the gun.
permitted for classroom wear, demy of Fine Arts in his
native
should any voter desire, we will gladly check the registrution
and in these the sweater and Vienna, Hammer
elected instead
skirt is the next choice.
records with you to ascertain whether you are legally
College
Radio
to come to Transylvania.
Program
registered
.The girls want good accessorRadio programs from the ColIn Lexington, in addition t
to
vote.
ies—handsome wide leather belts his work at Transylvania
an I lege of Agriculture and Home
and
handbags, bright scarfs, his printing projects, the artist Economics, University of Kenplenty of sweaters, sturdy low- will conduct a class in
life draw- tucky, scheduled to be heard at
Respectfully yours,
heeled leather shoes of the "loaf- ing and painting for
adults and 12:45 daily over WHAS are: Aug.
er" variety for every day, high. will paint portraits.
30, L. J. Horlacher, "What the
heeled suedes or ballet slipper
College of Agriculture and Home
types for dressy wear.
Hong Kong is a rocky 'island Economics Means to the People
Wool sports dresses, popular about 11 miles long in the South of the State;" Aug. 31, Dr. Ross
Brown, "Allergy in Farm Anifor date dresses in New England China Sea.
mals;" Sept. 1, Robert H. Ford,
and northern colleges, usually
are cut on classic lines, with
America's literary history be- "Farm Newscasts;" Sept. 2, Perbold plaids or vivid solid colors gan in 1608, with John Smith's ry Summers, "The Hog Market,"
and Sept. 3, "Questions .from
preferred his year. Wool and "True Relations of Virginia."
Farm People." At 12:15 p.m., on
velveteen jumpers worn with
sweaters with an embroidered Sept. 4, Miss Edith Lacy
will dissweaters or blouses, also fit into
metallic emblem.
cuss "Four-H Club Fairs."
the picture.
The most popular evening
dress of the season is angle
length, bouffant and strapless,
1,
n matching bolero 01 stole
Most popular price is from $25
to $30.
As to the all-important sweaters, no college girl ever had
enough of them. One good cashmere is an almost universal desire, with long-seleved pull-on;
the ,staple item. Nylon sweaters
are growing in popularity, because of their modest price and
their easy washability. Dressy
sweaters in chenille with a
touch of glitter are popular for
date and evening west, with
short or long black velvet or
Order Today from
faille skirts. "Sloppy Joes" are
now out of the picture, and in
their place girls want sweaters
Princeton, Ky. which fit well
and can be worn
tucked in or outside a skirt.
Fredonia, Ky. Turtle-neck
and
crew-neck
styles are favorites—and for
dress-up wear the girls like finerib knit cashmere or wool

Dove Hunting To letters To The
Start Sept. 1
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.utify Your HO
with
'GREENS,
MENTAL TREE'
.nd SHRUBS .
:r.g me a drawing of
and surroundings a
help you with your 1
needs. A telephone
bring me promply
home for an esti
plant fruit- trees, g
. and berry plants.
have a complete lin
,y stock.

H. L. HOBBY
&Seminary St. Plso,
PRINCETON, Ky.

Prescriptions

WOOD DRUG STORE

PHILLIP STEVENS,
County Court Clerk.

NOTICE!

For Yield — For Quality

throug

TAX
PAYERS

For Profit

RATLIFF HARDWARE,
T. R. AKRIDGE,

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS

IN 'FINIS IMEANIILINED NEW
STULIJEEtAICER

go with an Army job in Japan!
How times have changed.
Three years ago, when our first victorious combat men left
Japan, much of it was a shambles. The Japanese people were
134) dazed by defeat they didn't know which way to turn. The
life of an Army man often had its discomforts.
But look at him today! He's helped to start the rebuilding
of Japan. to restore road, and railways, to inspire a tired and
hungry people with the hope of Democracy. under his guiding
hand, courts of justice, woman suffrage and freedom of worship
have been brought about. In Japan there Is only one soldier
for every 400 Japanese — the smallest per capita occupation
army in the world.
The pay of a Private is 50% higher than three years ago, then
another 20% higher overseas. And almost every cent can be
banked. None of It goes for food, housing, medical or dental
care, clothing, retirement annuity, or the opportunity to continue his education. The Army furnishes him equipment for
organized sports. While on leave, he can ski In winter or visit
summer resorts at a fraction of what these activities would
coat him in the U. S.
An Army calmer in Japan Is full of advantages such as these.
Compare it with any Job acmes the board — you'll find it hard
to beati Ask at your nearest Army and Mr Peirce Recruiting
Station for full details.

Pir HERE'S a song in your
heart as the miles breeze
by. Life is a new thrill in a
Studebaker convertible!
Champion and Commander sedans and coupes, too
—and a special long-wheelbase Land Cruiser.

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

dresses

U. S. ARMY AND
Hopkinsville Road

%tool/shaker.
... First by tar with a pootwar oar!

U.S. AIR PORCI
RICRUITING SIRVICI

CARFERS *9101 A rUitlItt

It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute,Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or
having any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the
Tax Commissioner beginning August 2 and have same listed."

HO
YOU
Doris
smart
Green,
wool I

oris Dodson

Dres
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Farm Price Up
4,000 Per Cent
Des Moines, Iowa — AP
—
When a I60-acre farm, near Mel'm, Iowa, was auctioned off recently it sold for 40 times its
original cost, $302 an acre, or
$48,320 for the 160. The farm
went for $1,200 when it was
cold 65 years ago. The recent
sale was for cash. John McDowell, auctioneer, said there were
a half dozen bidders ready
to
start the sale with bids of $250
an acre.

ai .000 farmers, repreatically every countyl
.v, attended the annual
at the Agricultural
Station, Lexington,
t•stern Experiment Subst Princeton.
corn, clovers, alfalfa,
i other crops growing
and fertilised in var,vere seen and experithem explained. Intobaccos bred to re- Fabric Revolution
Hinted
which are said to be
Sydney — AP — A Sydney
Mucky farmers mil- man claims to have found
a
ars a year. More than cheap way of recovering fiber
tobacco
now
Burley
from
,1
the ramie plant. If claims
16 or 41A, two root- of the inventor, Mark Wise, are
varieties perfected a proved correct, a. world
"fabric
lent Station.
revolution" may follow.
urns which have in
Ramie is an East Asian shrub
as much as 20 per- that grows 3 ft. to 8 ft.
high. It U. S. AIR LIFT PLANE BURNS IN BERLIN .-- Smoke billows skyward from blazing U. S. fouru! much interest, as lives for 10 to 20 years and
can engined "Flying Coalman" plane after it crashed at Berlin's Tempelhof Airdrome during a heavy
.a, clover, fescues an
be cut every six months. It rainstorm. Two men (left) rush toward the
burning ship which overran a runway and
yields about one ton of fiber an crashed through a fence. The crew of three escaped
through an emergency hatch without
he public for the firs acre, compared with
serious
injury.
(AP Wirephoto via radio from Berlin.)
about 200
. 3,000 farmers at Lex pounds of cotton an
acre. The
the new dairy center Chinese have
used ramie fiber
Accidents Kill More
,est experimental dair
for weaving for 2000 years. They
•mts io the country.
Young
Folk Than All
have recovered the fiber by
beef and dairy cattl
hand. Hundreds of machines
Childhood
Diseases
Sunday afternoon guests of by the pastor, the Rev. Donald
-Id flocks of sheep an have
been invented and millions Mrs. Florence Parr
Chicago — Accidents are the
and Miss Deane.
paraded before the
of dollars have been spent in the Dorothy Parr
were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and greatest killer of young people in
search for a mechanical way of Randall Walker and son,
Mr. and
the United States, far outranking
children,
Wanda and Phillip, Mr.
separating fiber from the wood, Mrs. Leslie Walker and son, Euany
of the more generally feared
bark, and insoluble gums.
gene, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Walker, and Mrs. J. D. Bugg and children,
Sydney inventor Wise rays he and son, John Parr, all of Mar- Joan, Dan, Jr., and Billy visited childhood diseases.
According to the 1946 edition of
has been working on the prob- ion, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker, Mesker
Park Zoo in Evansville,
lem 10 years. For the last five Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker
"Accident Facts," statistical yearSunday.
years experiments in his process and children, Jackie, Joe, Molly
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor book of the National Safety Counhave been made under Federal and Paul, all of Princeton, Rev.
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett were cil, accidents claimed five times
Government supervision. Ramie and Mrs. James E. Walker and in Paducah Tuesday.
as many lives in the 5-to-14 year
is said to be the strongest known children, Cheryl and Russell, of
Mrs. Virgil Fuller and little age group as pneumonia, the third
vegetable fiber. It can be woven Belvidere, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. C. daughter, Sharon, joined her par- place child-killer.
into the silkiest lingerie or the A. Walker, Mrs. Isaac B u t le r ents, Mrs. Oma Greer,
In fact, the yearbook points out
San Franstrongest hawsers.
and Miss Jane Belt.
cisco, Mr. Vinon Greer, Denver, that deaths from accidents num,ag me a drawing of your
Mr.'and Mrs. Fortson Wiggin- Colo., and sister, Mrs. Jean Weir bered more than deaths from both
ton and children, Detroit, are and son, Stevie, Little Rock, Ark., heart disease and pneumonia comand surroundings and I Daddy Of Squad
help you with your landTuscon, Ariz — AP — Oldes visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. at the home of her grandmother, bined.
S. G. Wigginton, Crider.
needs. A telephone call player on the roster of the An
Mrs. Blenda Smith, in Sikeston,
Freshly grated cocpanut is deMr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry Mo., Friday for a family reunbring me promply to zona football squad is
Willia
home for an estimate
Smetana of White Plains, N. Y. and sons, Wayne and Donald, ion. Mrs. Fuller and daughter re- licious served with curry, or
with plain cake or cottage pudplant fruit trees, grape
who is 28 and a senior. A left Evansville, spent the week-end turned home Saturday.
Mrs. T. R. Feagan and son, Ted, ding and lemon sauce for a deswith his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowand berry plants.
halfback, Smetana has earned
re a complete line of
have returned from a visit to Mr. sert.
letter with the Wildcats. Cente ry, and family.
stock.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and and Mrs. Chester Miller in Wich- - Art Converse, also a letter-winita, Kans.
ner, is 27 and also a senior. Tw Mrs. Lee Burklow were Sunday
Rev. Donald Deane returned
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
other players on the roster ar
Butts and family in Morganfield. from vacation last Wednesday.
H. L. HOBBY
26 years old.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Holloman
• sernimiry St. Phone 153
visiting farmers, and the breed and children visited her father, W. M. Young Saturday night were
PRINCETON, KY.
May Warn of Disordered
ing feeding experiments discus . C. Catilla, and Mr. and Mrs. Mr: and Mrs. John Quertermous,
Kidney Action
Frank Darnell near Salem, Sun- Mr. Danny Quertermous, Marion,
sed.
life with it. hurry and worry,
Modern
and Mr. and Mrs. Luke Querteray.
Irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—Its risk of espoeure and infecMrs. Carrie Ordway and E. F. mous.
tion —throw. heavy strain on the work
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg, Mr.
Ordway attended the Illinois
of ths kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fall to filter •acens acid
tate Fair in Springfield last and Mrs. Elbert Beck, Mr. and
and other Jaipur-10w from the ills-giving
blood.
Mrs. M. E Phelps attended the
week.
You may suffer nagging backache.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and Illinois State Fair in Springfield
beridache, dizziness, gritting up nights,
leg
pains, •welling—feel constantly
last
week.
on, Dick, and Mr. and Mrs. Chartired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, Mr.
of kidney or bladder disorder are someles T. Taylor attended the Cintimee burning, scanty or too frequent
cinnati-St. Louis ball game in St. and Mrs. Loyd Wadlington and
urination.
Doon's help the
Try Dot...,
Mr. and Mrs. E. J Eldriage and
Louis last week.
kidneye to pus off harmful excess body
Rev. and Mrs. James E. Wal- daughter, Carrie Glenn, attended
waste. They have had more than half•
century of public approval. Ar• renew.
ker and children, Belvedere, Ill., homecoming at Glenn's Chapel
mended 1.7 grateful neon everywhere.
Ask pour mrigAbo•1
were the weekend guests of his church Sunday, the 100th anniverarents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wal- sary of the church.
er. Rev. Walker filled the pulA kangaroo can hop at the
it of the First Presbyterian
hurch Sunday morning, assisted rate of about 40 miles an hour.

Bankers Told Not To
Take Business On
Any Other Basis

advanced."
The executive said the United
States is in a period of the highest farm income In history. How
long the constantly-rising market will remain Is a matter of
speculation and may illepend
upon sound banking policies with
reapect to loans, he added.

Lexington — AP — Kentucky
bankers were told they should
The first chairs were symnot take the farmer's business bols of authority
and hence us"unless you are willing to see ually were ,in effect,
thrones.
him through good times and
bad."
"Gain a basic knowledge of
sound farm methods apd management," delegates to a school
of banking at the University of
Kentucky were advised by W. D.
Meacham, assistant vice president of the First National Bank
of St. Louis.
It is equally important to protect the business of the borrower as it is to practice sound loan
management, he said.
"It is one thing to make a loan
that can be repaid by resorting
to a security pledge," he stated,
"but it is something entirely different - to know farm operation
well enough to senge the probabilities of the borrower being
able to re-pay from income and
to make sound use of the funds

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

$10.00 If They Do
Anybody can Sill. ..
• • • Anybody Can Buy
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
HopkinevIlle, Kentucky

Now you can enjoy seasonal food all year round.
Buy in quantity in season and store in your

This beautiful white cabinet fits into your
kitchen and brings all the convenience and economy of frozen food to your fingertips.

Phone us today for tull information about our friendly
loan service and fluid out how
we can help you.

niemtafe
FINANCE C3RPOP.ATION OF KY
(East Side of Snu•re)
1011 Court Square, Princeton
Pho. 470
wainv
—11110P—

0 Saving On Entire (HEN-YU Line
We are discontinuing the CHEN-YU Line of Nail Powder and
Make Up - - - All 1-2 Price While It Last

HOW SMART CAN
You BE, In this — or any
Doris Dodson—you're the
smartest girl in town!
Green, navy or black plaid
wool belted in red 9(0 15.

Here's a totally new cake make-up—
an exciting new experience. Chen Yu's new
raoud silk" Cake Make-up veils your
skin with a veil of filmy silk to give
It an exquisite fineness entirely new to
makeup. In fact, no "make-uppy" look at
all—just absolute perfection. We'll
help you choose the shade that's yours.

Nail Lacquer and Lipstick — A new red for
calls and lips that goes with everything
Clever, these Chinese—the way they created colors that
would harmonize. This red is out of a Chinese Princess'
bridal gown where it lived in perfect harmony with every
color in the rainbow. Therefore, you can wear it on your
nails and lips with any and every costume.
Spectacularly beautiful!
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Ky. Farm News
For stveral years Walden and
Sons of Grant county have depended on a field of lespedeza to
carry a dairy herd through the
hot summer months.
Seventeen tomato growers in
McCracken county averaged over
$500 an acre'on their crops.
Approximately 50 acres of Ky.
31 fescue were harvested in Wolfe
county with a total yield of about
14,000 pounds of seed.
A good crop is expected from
about 10,000 acres of popcorn in
Calloway county.
John Dave Arnett of Magoffin
county noted that hay yields almost doubled after an application of 1,000 pounds of rock phosphate.
In Boyle county, dogs killed
154 sheep and lambs in six
months, the largest loss of any
year in the 12 years of the protective association.
Harlan county homemakers
completid their better cotton
dress costumes by making harmonizing belts and bags.
Seven farmers in Carroll county
reported harvesting about 4,000
pounds of Ky. 31 fescue seed.
Grady Woods of Monroe county reported excellent growth of
Ky. 17A tobacco on land where
he lost more than 1,000 plants
last year from fusarium wilt.
Robert Morgan of Whitley
county sold more than $100 worth

• The Philippines contain 12 vol.
canoes whirls have been more or
If the butterfat test is down, kw active in modern times.
and at the same time milk production Is dropping off, the college's
Gold hearing sands are found
dairymen say not to blame the
Where DDT falls to protect cat- milk plant or the cow test. Hot In every river which rises In
tle from flies, the reasons usually weather and flies are more likee weak spray. solutions, incorn- ly to be the cause. Cows spent
dete coverage of animys, or less time in grazing during the
day. So it is important to have
ilure to repeat the spraying in
good pasture or else feed hay or
, ale. So says the College of Agri- silage. Fly protection, shade, salt
, ,ilture and Home Economics, and water should be provided.
'University of Kentucky.
Dairymen who will need to buy
I One dairyman was found to be hay should make their purchases 'WS, Black-Draught may help an
Upset stomach if the only reason
,-.ing a commercial liquid con- now. Hauling directly
from the you have an upset stomach is beAiling only 2 percent of DDT at baler saves the cost of handling cause
of constipation. Black.e rate of one pint to six gal- and storage.
Draught, the friendly laxative, Is
UsLally prompt and thorough when
ns of water. "This solution
taken as directed. It costa only a
could kill a fly only by drownThe New York police force penny or less a dose.
That's why it
ing," says the college.
is more than three times the has been a best-seller with four
"To be fully effective, the en- whole population (5,000)
of An- generations. If you are troubled
tire animal must be coated from dorra,
with such symptomsas loss of appethe tiny Republic in the tite,
headache,upset.stoznach,flatua 50 percent DDT powder would
Pyrenees between France and lence, physical fatigue, sleeplesscontain five times as much active Spain.
ness, mental haziness, bad breath—
material as the same amount of
and it these symptoms are due only
to constipatio
deposit from a 10 percent powder.
The islands of the Philippine Black-Draughtn — then see what
may do for you.
Heavy frequent applications will
archipelago are largely volcanic. Get a package today.
keep most of the hooseflies away.

DDT Kills Flies
If Properly Used

wic arson
for

Women's Wear
"Not More, But Bet'r Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

Butterfat Test Down?

Can Black-Draught
Help An
lipset Stomach?

FETED BY'HER DAUGHTER OF 72—Mrs. Robert (Suzanne)
Faulkner celeberates her 96th birthday by dancing with Hamilton Pell at a party given in her honor by her 72-year-old daughter, Mrs. Frank C. Henderson, at the St. Regis Hotel in New
York City. (AP Wirephoto)

A Neurosis By Any Other
Name Is Just As Sweet

HOPKINSVILLE

Thursdo

By Cynthia Lowry
(AP Nawsfestures)
A sacred American institution
seeems in grave danger: colorful
name-calling.
The star witness of a recent
Congressional committee hearing
was a woman. She testified at
great length, and put a lot of
people on the defensive.
For generations, Americans
have faced down accusers with
such expressions as "He's a liar!"
or "He's crazy!" But within a

Fertilizer, Steers
Control Sedge Grass
Sedge grass which grew waist
high last year on land farmed by
H. A. McKinney in Livingston
county is practically gone now.
County Agent Robert L. Rudolph
tells why.
In the fall of 1947 Mr. McKinney
spread two tons of limestone and
200 pounds of 47 percent phosphate to the acre. Then, last
spring, he sowed lespedeza. Now
850-pound steers are feasting on
excellent lespedeza pasture, with
little sedge to be seen.
On some land Mr. McKinney
was unable to lime, phosphate
and sow lespedeza, sedge grass is
growing about like it did a year
ago.

couple
f days, a number of
people publicly and in print
called the lady witness "neurotic." True, they have not kept
the rest'of their attack on her
credibility on the same plane
of vituperation. The situation
I'm concerned with has nothing
Everybody reads The Leader!
to do with the justification for
the tag. A man could be as mad moving your fender, is greeted
as the March Hare—but his cere- with: "You must have had a
bral processes should remain the VERY unhappy childhood."
subject of comment only
of
qualified experts, never laymen.
Dipping into a textbook of Arnold Ligon Truck Line
of cucumbers by Aug. 1, from his Freud for expressions
AGENTS FOR
in a
catch-as-catch-can
quarter-acre patch.
fight does
not
seem to be cricket. It's as unFourteen Oldham county homemakers who made three suits fair as the old "Do you still beat
LONG 01,,STANCE MOVINL
and 11 coats estimated the value your
wife?" Obviously, the
Contact
of their garments at $750.
victim, no matter how culpable
JAMES I) MASHBURN
With seven grade milk cows in other ways, can't shrill back, Phone 893
Princeton, Ky.
and 200 laying hens, 0. J. Ander- "I am NOT neurotic, you are,
son of McCreary county has a As yet not everyone goes around
gross income of $240 a month.
with a certificate of good mental
health in their wallets.
(Incorporated)
As a literate nation, prone to
go overboard on good given
subjects, it seems we are now
possessed with a fanatic devotion to all things psychiatic.
Today there's scarcely a child
beyond kindergarten age who
AS NEVER BEFORE
can't give you a quick briefing
on such items as "psycho-somatic," "psycho-neurotic," or
"Anxiety neurosis."
Hardly a movie has come out
of the west for more than a year
which did not boast at leastone character badly in need of
the services of a competent
psychiatrist (I've never heard of
anyone in need of an incompetent psychiatrist).
The same goes for a good percentage of our novels and biographies, and about the only one
that don't get the Freudian onetwo these days are cloak-anddagger things or costume romances. Seems like a requisite
for a successful author today is
a spade beard and apprenticeship in a couch store.
All this can be borne, a storm
Shop All 9 Floors
to be ridden out. But when
for
they start throwing Freud instead of indigenous invective, it
• Furniture
is time some action was taken.
• Rugs and Carpets
If we sit supinely by, the red• Home Furnishings
blooded fighting man who can
curse five minutes without reThe Very Next Time
peating will soon be rarer than
the G.A.R. veteran. Think what
You Are
a country it will be when a
In Hopkinsville
truck driver, after skillfully re-

gr
- 0pof 6% FOOD
CO#
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Use this Offer Blank to set 5 cans of Ken
-I
price of 3 with this coupon. This means you -Ration
get 2 tans Ai
cost! Sign your name and address. Take to
Feasen's s
Market, Fredonia. You most be satisfied,
or
will
the price of three cant.. You may keep the twowe
emu a,relit
a
Name
Address
City

State

KEN-L-RATION 5 CANS
WITH COUPON ABOVE

eaa.#1,
1 Supe4 Al
Fredonia. Ky.

NOW
TILL
LABOR
DAY

A Ne
into

per tire

Keach's

a PRINTZESS
fur trimmed
fashion
stars
in your wardrobe!

BE SECURE
Put All Your Debts In One Basket
"Don't

Seldom before hove clothes been to truly flattering,
so feminine and lovely. This season, Printzess
creates coats of exciting luxury, suits of gracious beauty,
You'll by, their furred elegance, their soft lines and
fabrics...and you'll marvel at their outstanding value.
At our store only.

USE OUR CONVENIENT
LAY-AWAY

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

put all your eggs in one basket" the old
saying goes. That's good advice on farm income. The more different sources of income you
have, the better off you'll be.
But DEBT is different. The more you scatter your
debt the more you multiply your troubles. Experience proves it's best to CONCENTRATE your
debts ... put them all in one basket.
Avoid having scattered debts. Save money by
consolidating ALL your debts in a 4% FEDERAL
LAND BANK loan. Protect yourself with low interest for years ahead. Be secure with a long
term loan

on M
Clean
Au
The

BARGAIN SPARES
S1.50
FRom

the future
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THREE RIVERS NAT'L. FARM
LOAN ASS'N.
Phons 30

J. D. Alexander, Seciy-Treas.
Princeton, Kentucky

NOTHING CUT BUT THE PRICE! We're out to Will
new customers with thesc special Labor Day tire
valucs. They're Top -Quality Generals ... with all
the extra mileage and safety you've always wanted
... priced lower than ordinary tires! You get
General's exclusive safety treads—that wipe a clear
track on wet pavement ... stop you quick and
straight in any weather! Drive in today!

Phone 400
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County To Have
3-Feature Exhibit
At Kentucky Fair

Livestock Market
Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday were 50
cents to $1 lower than last
week, it was reported by Bead
Lacey, manager. Total sold was
1056 head. Baby beeves topped
at $28; No. I vests, $30, and
hogs at $29.75.

Thursday, August 19

U. S. Production Hits
Record Rate, Partly
Due To Inflation

New Credit Curbs
Start Sept. 20 To
Check Inflation
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To 33
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dr C0
l
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Washington -- AP — Amerithr
ca's total production of goods,
255 Injured
and services soared to a record
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last OH—
Mabry Heads Committee
rate of $248,000,000,000 a year
Smith, safety
in the second quarter of 1948,
One-Third Down PayFor Project Sponsored
11
products. Sponsoring the exhibit, the Commerce Department anment Required On
By Civic Clubs And
July a year
nounced Tuesday.
as last year, are the Business and
39
Autos, 20 Percent On
Farm Bureau
The second quarter rate is
anTdhelr5e2
haurert.aibnourtoadl3:,,
With service clubs and the Professional Womens Club, Ro- more than 21 percent higher
Home Appliances
Farm Bureau cooperating, Cald- tary, Jaycees, Kiwani4o, the Re- than the 1 946 actual output of
Washington — AP — The govtail Merchants Association and $204,000,000,000. It represents a
well county will have a well the Caldwell
ernment has clamped controls on cycles innptouhtbeli iUssnhuieteeea
County Farm Bu- rise of $4,000,000,000 from the
rounded and comprehensive ex- reau.
hs Payments;u
most consumer installment credit chaser
ov ew rldunsgeenebil
first quarter of this year.
tuoi i
mrhteihiloest:,
hibit of the community's natural
Manufactured and agricultural
purchases between $50 a n
was
It
achieved
spite
tt
in
of
a
resources, industrial and agricul- products will be
taken to the slight decline of industrial out$5,000,
effective September 20.
tural products at the Kentucky booth reserved for this county
5.
A new Federal Reserve Board
State Fair, September 12-18, in as wide a variety as possible, put in June, resulting from
Re u tion
regulation requires a one-third
County Agent R. A. Mabry said Mr. Mabry said, and timber, coal, stortages of material.
installment co acts
A majot part of the rise, howdown payment on automobiles
this week. He is chairman of fluorspar, limestone, cattle, hogs,
silly
of
and a 20 percent down payment
the exhibit committee, succeed- sheep, poultry and other things ever, was a reflection of inflation.
on most household appliances Ining Bill Presler, who served in which cannot be placed in the
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cluding at
this capacity last year.
s, refrigerators,.
limited space ailoted, will be
Undergoes Major Operation
washers, radio sets, and vacuum moitoapnn$ras5:„
The 1947 Caldwell county ex- shown by pictures and charts.
for0.p:
nat
Mrs. J. V. Smith underwent a
,
cleaners.
hibit was placed 13th among 40About 3500 acres of alfalfa is
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_
e
odd county exhibits, Mr Mabry now being grown in this county major operation at Jennie Stewhospital,
A time limit of 15 months is $2,000.
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on top of an elephant she had just killed in the Belgian Congo, during two-month payment" plans of $1,000
the entry taking third place. This attention to this in the exhibit,
or less. improvement.
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a
brosafari
from which she and her father, James Monesmith, of Dayton, 0., returned on Saturday.
t; credit
featured the manufactured pro- Mr. Mabry said. Pictures of
Eighteen months is the deadchase of stocks and fort
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ducts of the Kentucky Whip & ditches, "dug " by dynamiting, ther of Cecil M. Smith.
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for fire and eas
noceros, four crocodiles and numerous smaller animals on the hunt. Eleiene and her father are
Collar Co., he said.
also will be shown.
The regulation is termed "Reg- slouarnasn
year.
ce rbusiitnestso
This year's exhibit, in three
Several representatives of the
Another separate e x bib it, enroute to Vandalia, 0., to participate in trap shooting meet there. Photi was made by Jsaaes ulation W", the name carried by
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major parts, will be arranged for sponsors will help assemble the showing fruits and horticultural Monesmith. (AP Wirephoto)
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FOR
These are presumed to
SALE: Used 51,1-foot Frig- house he was helping build in
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER —
The 20 percent doe: •
be paid currently, usually on a applies
idaire electric refrigerator, like last Friday. He .was taken
a job that will meet state reto a
to these 11 •
new. Also 6-foot deep freeze,
monthly basis.
goods:
Nashville hospital.
quirements. Hodge M o t or
in use one year. Feagan's SuThe new down-payment rules
Cooking stoves,
Sales. Phone 87.
d..:
per Market, Fredonia. Phone
ltc
are less strict in several cases ironers,
Go To Lubbock, Tex.
37-J
than those formerly applied. But machines refrigerators,
tfc
,
BATTERIES
Mr. and Mrs. Urey B. Cham- the
enforcement terms a r e washers, combination
With a written guarantee for FOR SALE: New Maytag square bers left today
air condition,,_
for Lubbock, stronger, because the controls
and televsiion sets- an
tub electric washing machine. Tex., where
your car, truck or tractor. Get
he has accepted a now have legislative backing
graphs, sewing mac:-.See Elmo Hunter, four miles position
our price. Hodge Motor and
as a senior adjustor instead of the emergency wareast of Princeton on highway
non cleaners and fur. •
Implement
Company. Phone
with the General Adjustment time authority formerly
used.
91.
soft-surface floor coy.
87.
I tp Bureau. Mrs. Chamber
tfc
s is the
The possible criminal penalty
The following goo-:
former
PIANOS
Rose
Mitchell
—
RADK."8— ORGANS
AFRICAN
Randolph. for violation is a maximum of
VIOLETS:
pink,
time under credit (•
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
$10,000 fine and 10 years' im- dropped
white and blue. A. H. Templebefore last
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
Static originating in the sun prisonment, or both. The
ton, florist, Princeton.
2te
regula- remain exempt: jews•,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky. has a much shorter wavelength tion is enforceable
also by court ware, pianos, and
:TIRES
Ph. 652-M.
52tp than those recejsed on the or- iskiaanction, and by the board's
struments.
With a written guarantee for car
dinary radio set.
power
to
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dealer's
SHEEP
"It is not our ;
FOR SALE: Seventeen
truck or tractor. Get our price
ewes and one ram, all Harnpand 6 pigs. Orville Bates, Hop- license to give credit.
create an engine of :i, •
Hodge Motor and Implement
In
addition,
the Federal Re- board spolysman
shires. Henry Hartigan, Route
kinsville Road. Route 2.
ltp
Company. Phone 87.
saa
tfc
serve announcement said, the slow down
3. Telephone 3211.
ltp
the rat
ROOMS
FOR
RENT:
also Warm board is considering an amend- expansio
3 rooms for rent: modern conn."
SEAT COVERS
Morning heater for sale. See ment which would make autoveniences. Mrs. Frank FarmThe rapid growth •
Guaranteed not to rip or fade.
Mrs. Izetta Baker, Ben Frank- matically unenforceable any
er, 821 N. Jefferson St. Phone
in- er credit in the laa
For your car or truck. Installin Store, or come to 104 Rose stallment contract which
7314.
ltc
does alarmed officials. It
lation by experts at nu extra
St., after 5 o'clock.
I tr no conform. This means a pur- a record
peak of $14.2
cost. Hodge Motor and ImpleKennedy and Stallins — Electment Company. Phone 87. Ile
rical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
MEN WANTED: RAWLEIGH
Phone 3654 or 541-W.
tfc
BUSINESS NOW OPEN for
man or woman in Princeton.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 4-roem
Trade well established. Exhouse on Sand Lick road.
Qood condition, newly paper- cellent opportunity. Write at
once. Rawleigh's, Dept. KYHed. Call or see H. C. P'Pool,
891-189, Freeport, Ill.
Phone 451-W or 451-J.
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Classified Ads

Attention!

I have opened an implement business in a new
location — — on Princeton-Marion Road ...

5 Mi West On Highway 91,Near
Bradshaw's Service Station

h.

Our special offer feature a Brand New Ferguson
Tractor with three pieces of equipment of any
choice... Delivered on any farm any place within 100 miles for the sum of

$2500

PINTO BEANS

See us for your implement needs. We feature all
kinds of Ford or Ferguson equipment.

CHOICE HAND PICKED
5 lbs. 69c

WISE IMPLEMENT CO.

FOR SALE: Kerosene cooking
SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts stove, in good condition. Bargain for cash. Can be seen after
and accessories for
your
3:30 in the afternoon at 303 N.
Chrysler-built automobiles and
Darby, or phone 802-J.
trucks. Hodge Motor and ImItp,
plement Company. Phone 87
FOR SALE: White Chester sow
tic

SUNSHINE KRISP1

Crackers
Flou r
Spaghetti
C

SCOTT COUNTY

bo.26( Tomato Catsup
$1.69 Cheese
packages 25
• _,,,.....„.1., :,
Coffee
et-otrt70)
:4
4 14,,, *
t.k.
Hot Roll Mix
Corn
15(
Get a
Pancake Mix
Cake
Mix
Freezer full
laundry Bleach
of Freedom! Deviled Ham
pkg.20( Ireet
Sausage
19( Potted
Meat
Pet Milk
Mustard
Oleomargarine
Olives
P
Peaches
P
Pickles
Pean
ut
Butte
r
33
And
Coal Buckets
$1.02
Cheezits
41(' Pork & Beans
1 lb.

I I ./ 110( 1

FISHER'S AMERI(AN

Lite Flake, 25 lb. bag

2 lb Iv\ S10

LOVIG
N CUP

3

3 lbs. 39e

3

rackers Ovenkist Soda,2 lb box45

KENT FARM, WHOLE KERNEL

.
For
Maximum Results
On A
Minimum Investment
Try
The Classified
Columns
Of
THE PRINCETON

LEADER

19 oz. can

,

_•__ _Duff's white, IC oz. pkg38it

Dulf'%,

Armour',

iii' '

Vienna, 4 oz. can

Peppery Hot

NU MAID

lb. pkg. 33(

Be free! Take off any morning
or afternoon you want — relaxed in the knowledge that
your spaceful Kelvinator Hotne
Freezer holds the family's next
meal!
it's ready to serve
at a moment's notice!
• Free yourself from frequent
shopping. This big Kolvinator
Freezer holds a ful1210pounds
—enough fora month's meals.
• Free yourself from kitchen
time. Bake for weeks ahead
all at once. Let the Freezer
keep your pastries oven freshl
• Free yourself of menu dullness. Your Kelvinator Freezer
holds full meals .. and outof-season treats for every day
of the yearl

Come In and see...

eas

Lahome, fresh, 19 oz. can 1 1(

Gold Craft
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Oranges
lemons
Jowl
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Agnes Scott Colle
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WHITE MONDA1

2l/4 oz.

eas Lapel, earl) Jane. 20 oz. cams 10(

1

Iola 77

AUNT JEMIMA

UNDER WOOL)

large can 16f
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(
Sliced, 1657

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily
WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL
THE TIME
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